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ABSTRACT
Market segmentation has been one of the important topics m Marketing,
associated with consumer behavior prediction and strategic issues. To perform market
segmentation studies, a variety of statistical techniques have been used, with most of
them defining mutually exclusive segments based on distances. However, markets for
brands generally consist of overlapping groups of customers. Then, instead of nonoverlapping segments loyal to one brand, consumers within a segment switch between
brands to the degree they are perceived as close substitutes. This situation is described
in this work in terms of conditional brand densities which share a common area or
overlap, which can be used to assess the degree of substitutability between brands in a
competitive segment. The work shows how the extent of overlap relates to the
characteristics of the underlying brand density functions, and to the properties of the
overlap measure. For only one attribute and known brand densities, the extent of
overlap can be computed by integration, but in the multidimensional case, even if the
densities are known, the overlap computation requires multiple integration of complex
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regions. Therefore, this work proposes to use Multivariate Discriminant methods as a
practica! procedure to measure overlap. The proposal involves two stages: the first
one is the construction of a linear discriminant function which will reduce the original
dimensionality to one, and the second one is the computation of the discriminant errorrate. This error rate serves as a surrogate measure for the true extent of overlap and
separability between brand densities. In particular, an univariate overlap measure, the
disco coefficient, is extended to the bidimensional case and used to construct a linear
discriminant function . Instead of going to the discriminant error estimation stage, the
disco coefficient values are directly used as a multivariate overlap measure. The
quality of this surrogate overlap measure is assessed by simulation studies, advantages
and drawbacks are discussed.
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CHAPTER l. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Market Segmentation

Target marketing is the decision to distinguish the different groups that make a market
and develop the marketing mix suitable for each group. The three key steps in target
marketing are market segmentation, target market selection, and product positioning
(Kotler, 1991).
The first step, market segmentation, 1s the process of partitioning a
heterogeneous market into segments of potential customers with similar characteristics
who are likely to exhibit similar buying behavior. The main basis for segmenting
markets are geographic, demographic, psychographic and behavioral. Each basis
differs in the characteristics used to define the segments. There is no best way to
segment a market The limitations and advantages of each approach depends on the
product market under consideration. According to the behavioral approach, the one to
be considered in this work, buyers are segmented in terms of their attitude, use rate,
user status, usage situation, benefits sought in the product and their loyalty patterns.
The approach calls for examining what is behind a given buying behavior and then
defining profiles for the groups of consumers characterized by a common behavior. In
the case of brand loyalty, a company can learn about its strengths and weaknesses by
analyzing the characteristics of its loyal and switching consumers. Loyal consumers'
reasons for brand preference could be helpful to identify the key features that make the
brand 'different' to the eyes of the consumer.In addition, brand switching would help to
identify which brands compete more closely. Zahorik (1994) classifies brand switches
in the next two classes:
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1. Consistency switches, occur when two brands are perceived as substitutes, because
they share the same essential attributes, even when they could differ in unimportant
ones, and
2. Variety switches, when two brands are perceived as different on important
attributes. This type of switches would take place when

variation on sorne

attributes is desirable. In the abscence of variety seeking, one would expect to
observe little switching among brands which differ on important attributes.

From the above considerations, the next research questions arise:
How do we assess the degree of substitutability for a set of brands in terms of the
essential attributes they have in common?
How do we identify the key attributes not shared with other brands which could be
used by the organization when developing its marketing strategy?

These two questions will be addressed in this work, and will be more precisely
defined in the next two sections of this chapter.
To perform market segmentation studies, a variety of statistical techniques
have been used. Most of them define non-overlapping clusters which represent groups
of individuals that assign similar weigths to the key attributes a brand or product has.
It is important to highlight that these methods group consumers in non-overlapping

segments which in the context of brand-segments would represent brand-Joya) groups
with no switching allowed among brands.
The major multivariate options listed below are standard statistical methods,
well discussed in statistical and marketing research books.

1) Factor Analysis
This technique analyzes a group of variables and reduces them to a smaller number of
key factors that account for most of the observed relations among the original
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variables. There are two types of factor analysis: R-factor and Q-factor analysis.
Q-factor analysis is the most important in consumer segmentation studies and is used
to identify groups of consumers who have similar preferences.

2) Cluster Analysis
Under this technique, elements are clustered into mutually exclusive groups based on
their similarities with respect to a set of variables. The clustering algorithm could be
hierarchical or non-hierarchical. If an agglomerative hierarchical algorithm is applied
to a set of brands, those brands clustered at the first stage will represent the ones most
'similar', and then the ones that compete more closely Srivastava et. al. ( 1981) u sed an
iterative clustering routine based on a regression by individual procedure. Financia!
services were clustered in terms of the similarity of their regression lines. The
procedure permits the understanding of the reasons why products are clustered by
examining the weights of the variables in the regression equation. Services grouped
together at the end of the hierarchy, represent products perceived as substitutes,
providing sorne insight on the key attributes (in this case usage situations) shared by
the services. Therefore, the approach addresses in sorne extent the first research
question previously proposed.

3) Multidimensional Scaling
By means of this technique, the product attributes based on the consumers' perceptions
or preferences for brands and products are represented in a map, and market segments
of consumers with similar attitudes toward products are identified

4) Conjoint Analysis
This statistical method measures the impact of a set of attributes on the declared
preference for a brand or product by computing estimates (partworths) of the overall
preference or utility associated with the value of each attribute. At a second stage,
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groups of consumers with similar partworths are clustered together -usually by using a
hierarchical clustering algorithm- defining the market segments. Due to the variability
of subject-level partworths estimates, clustering consumers on this basis may lead to
misclassification. Hagerty (1985) proposed a Q-factor analysis that maximizes the
predictive power of the segment-level functions. Besides increasing the predictive
power of conjoint analysis and the quality of the partworth estimates, the method
allows for overlapping clusters. lf the segments correspond to a set of brands, then a
respondent belonging to severa] groups ( overlapping among clusters) would switch
among brands because they are perceived as clase substitutes. Since the procedure
could lead to not easily interpretable overlapping clusters, Kamakura ( 1988) proposed
a least square procedure where the individual-leve] estimates are optimally weighed in
arder to maximize predictive power. Although the procedure leads to non-overlapping
clusters, it gives an indication of how inadequate the non-overlapping solution is by
providing an estímate of the loss in predictive power incurred by forcing consumers
into homogenous mutually exclusive groups.

4) Logit Models
The key to these models is to express consumer choice probabilities in terms of a
utility function assigned to a certain brand or product. The utility function is formed by
a random error and an intrinsic utility part which depends on the product or brand
attributes. AII consumers belonging to the same segment assign the same 'beta' weights
to each of the attributes. A Weibull distribution is assumed for the error terms in arder
to give a tractable model. Given a set of attributes to a certain product or brand, the
logit model will predict a consumer choice probability

5) Discriminant Analysis
This technique is useful m situations where the total sample is formed by entities
belonging to severa] known groups. This analysis is useful to understand group
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differences (say loyal vs. non-loyal), to assess the degree of 'separability' among
groups, to select the key features which allow for separability, and to predict the
likelihood that a new entity belongs to a certain group. Discriminant Analysis is the
methodology which will be applied to formulate the research questions previously
proposed for this work.

For the end of completeness, the other two steps in Target Marketing will also
be discussed. In relation to target market selection, once the segments are defined, the
company would need to select the segments to be targeted in terms of their profiles.
Segments which offer opportunities to the company have the following characteristics:
1) Appropriate size and potential for growth
2) Structural attractiveness defined in terms of competitors, potential entrants,
buyers and suppliers power, and threat of substitutes (Porter, 1985), and
3) Company competitive advantage to reach a superior position in the selected
segment
Therefore, an effective segmentation method (Grover and Srinivasan, 1987)
needs to provide a parsimonious market structure, with measurable segments which
can be properly described in terms of consumer characteristics or the different benefits
they seek from a product or brand.
Finally, at the product positioning stage, the company should refine its image
so that the target market understands and appreciates the position of the company in
relation to other competitors. One of the basic concepts to handle at this stage is
related to the product features, defined as the characteristics that supplement the
product basic function. These features are a competitive too! for differentiating the
company's product, and therefore need to be highly valued by the consumers and
distinctive for the company.
First, the company would need to identify the possible differences that might
be established in relation with competitors. As was mentioned befare, if the consumer
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v1ews two products as viable substitutes, there is less brand loyalty, and then
advertising and promotion could be a good reason for brand switching between two
close brands.
Second, the most important differences should be selected. Consumers may
perceive similarity between products only on sorne specific dimensions, so the
organization can design the marketing mix more effectively by highlighting the
dimensions that differentiate the product, but also paying attention to those dimensions
of the product perceived as similarities but valuable to the consumer.

1.2. Approaches to Define a Competitive Market Structure.

Market segmentation has been a topic of interest for marketers (Wind, 1978),
dueto its importance for target market strategy. As mentioned in the previous section,
the segments formed can be defined in terms of different basis and they are usually
mutually exclusive. A more recent topic in Marketing is to determine Competitive
Market Structures (Grover and Srinivasan, 1987). The objective is the classification of
a previously specified set of brands in a product class into groups so that brands within
a given group have a higher degree of competition among them with respect to brands
in another group. To determine the competitive market structure, a product-market
boundary needs to be specified. Day, Shocker, and Srivastava (1979) describe proper
methods to define the boundary in terms of the company's objectives: strategic or
tactical; and the recognition that products may be substitutable and then have greater
competition with other similar products under certain usage situations, even when
products are not so similar in physical or functional characteristics.
Then, instead of looking for non-overlapping segments loyal to one brand,
competitive market structure determines overlapping groups of brands. Within each
segment, consumers will switch among brands in proportion to the market shares of
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the brands within the segment. Switching between two brands would occur if the
products they provide are perceived as close substitutes with regard to important
attributes, but variety is desired respect to other attributes (Zahorik, 1994 ), or in
association to occasional situations such as one brand being out of stock or being in
special promotion. Therefore, the structure of the market is determined by subsets of
brands that compete closely, because their products provide different benefit bundles
to consumers which use them at similar situations, or because these product benefits
are sought by consumers. The latter being the underlying causes of market structure
and consumer segments.
Fraser and Bradford (1983) classified approaches to market structure as
perceptual and behavioral. In a perceptual approach, consumers are asked about their
perceptions with respect to product similarities (benefits, physical attributes, usage
situations). Concerning to the behavioral approach, consumer switching patterns for a
set brands are recorded, and then the market structure is derived in terms of the
frequency in which different brands are purchased in a given period of time
A perceptual approach was used in the work by Srivastava, Alpert and
Schocker ( 1984). Consumers were asked about similarities in financia! products u sed
in different usage situations. To determine the market structure, the products were
grouped by using a hierarchical clustering algorithm. The similarity measures were the
beta coefficients for the regression lines on the situational codings. Products clustered
in the lowest leve! of the hierarchy are perceived as more similar due to the situations
where they were used so they compete more closely.
Among the behavioral methods, the most recently cited is the one by Grover
and Srinivasan (1987). By using actual brand switching data,

the authors

simultaneously addressed the issues of market segmentation and market structure via a
latent class model. A segment was defined in terms of the choice probabilities of a
group of homogeneous consumers. A market structure was defined by allowing
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overlapping clusters of brands and then recognizing two types of segments: loyal and
switching segments.
The number of loyal segments is the same as the number of brands (n)
considered within a loyal segment. Any consumer purchases a single brand with
probability one on ali occasions.
On the other hand, the number of switching segments (m) needs to be
determined by a search procedure similar to Cattell's ( 1966) scree test. The overall fit
of the model is determined for severa! numbers of switching segments, m is the
number to be retained if the improvement in the model overall fit is too small when
using m+ 1. Within a switching segment, consumers switch among brands in
proportion to the same choice probabilities which correspond to the brand market
share within the segment.
The model representation corresponds to a latent class model based on brand
switching behavior. A maximum likelihood iterative procedure was used by the
authors to estimate the model parameters, and the market structure inferred by
considering in a switching segment, only those brands with relatively large choice
probabilities. Once the segments were defined, Grover and Srinivasan (GS) suggested
that consumers could be clasified into these segments by correlating demographic or
benefit perceptions with segment membership probabilities, via logit modeling.
Jain, Bass and Chen ( 1990) identified market structure by using a zero-order
consumer purchase model where heterogeneity in choice probabilities was handled
differently from Grover and Srinivasan (1987) model. In the Jain Bass and Chen (JBC)
model, there were no loyal segments. Instead of homogenous consumers in each
segment (loyal or switching type), the authors assumed a Dirichlet distribution for
consumer choice probabilities within each of the m segments The parameters of the
Dirichlet distribution correspond to the market share of a brand in a given segment..
The model parameters were estimated by a two-stage iterative maximum likelihood
estimation procedure, and the market structure was defined. To define the number of
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segments, JBC used factor analysis, instead of the search procedure based on model
overall fit employed by Grover and Srinivasan.
Jain and Rao ( 1994) studied the effect of consumer heterogeneity and the
effect of noise in the data by means of a simulation procedure which considered two
segments. Heterogeneity was studied by varying the parameters of the Dirichlet
distribution, three levels were used: high, medium and low. The values for the
parameters were selected from brand switching data which referred to empírica!
studies on market structure. Two leveles were used for the noise factor. They
correspond to low and high misclassification errors for consumers into segments. The
errors were adjusted to keep the product of the segment sizes by error levels equal in
each segment. The authors considered both, overlapping and non-overlapping
segments in the study, and factor analysis was used to define the number of segments.
The study results confirm that the latent structure approach is appropriate to infer
competitive market structures when switching data are used. The GS and JBC
approaches account properly by consumer choice heterogeneity, with the GS approach
giving better results if there are true loyal segments. Regarding to the noise leve!, this
factor does not affect the aggregate market shares for the brands, but the withinsegment brand shares were sensitive to the noise leve!. lt was also concluded that the
use of factor analysis to define the number of segments, provides better results than
the GS search procedure.
Since brands may compete in more than one set, consumers may belong to
more than one segment. Then, instead of assigning consumers to only one segment,
Wedel and Steenkamp ( 1991) u sed a fuzzy clustering procedure to define nonoverlapping consumer segments. In fuzzy clustering, membership m a cluster is
replaced by gradual membership, thus indicating the degree of membership of a brand
or consumer in a given segment. The generalized fuzzy clusterwise regression (GFCR)
procedure used by the authors, simultaneously estimates fuzzy market structures as
well as fuzzy benefit segments. The data are consumer preferences for products from a
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given brand. The preferences are related to p product dimensions of profile attribute
levels. The actual preferences are reconstructed by assuming a unique preference
function for each cluster, represented by a vector of 'importances' or weights assigned
to each of the product attributes. The difference between the actual and reconstructed
preferences is the error term, and the goal is to identify the weighing scheme that
yields the best predictive accuracy. Kamakura (1988) used a similar regression model
formulation based on conjoint data, but instead of the degree of membership under
fuzzy clustering, the same pooled preference function is assumed for ali the consumers
in a segment, giving as a result a non-overlapping partition. For the GFCR algorithm,
a weighed sum of the squared errors is the criterion to be optimized, the weights are
related to the fuzzy partition of subjects and brands. Then the parameters to be
estimated are not only the vectors of importances for each cluster, but also the degrees
of membership of consumer into segments, and brands into competitive sets. These
membership values are represented as numbers between zero and one. The number of
clusters or segments is determined by a scree plot of the percentage of unexplained
variance averaged across clusters. The GFCR method not only allows to determine
market structure (as can be performed by the Grover and Srinivisan method) but it
also enables the researcher to study which brands compete in each segment in relation
to key product attributes (benefits) sought by the consumers. The membership values
of a brand are directly related to the degree of competitiveness in the cluster under
study.
Kamakura and Russell ( 1989) suggested an approach for market structure that
allows the identification of specific brand attributes which form the basis for
competition. The authors used a logit model to formulate the problem. The random
utility assigned to brand j by consumer k was decomposed into a stochastic component
(error term), and a deterministic component which depends on the intrinsic brand
value and the brand price (the specific attribute).The key to the model was to express
a consumer choice probability in terms of the choice probabilities conditional to
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consumer membership in various segments. The unconditional choice probability for a
certain brand is then a weighted average of 'latent' choice probabilities, with the
likelihood of finding a consumer in a given segment interpreted as the relative size of
the segment in the whole market. The parameters of the model are estimated by
maximizing the likelihood of the observed choice history of a sample of consumers;
meanwhile, the probabilities of membership in a particular segment are obtained by
computing the posterior probabilities.
The Kamakura and Russell model cannot compute the relative sizes of the
loyal segments, due to the fact that data from consumers loyal to a single brand, were
not considered in the model application. The number of segments was varied
systematically and a number chosen in terms of maximizing the Akaike's information
criterion. By substituting the estimated parameters and average brand prices in the
logit model fitted by each segment, the within-segment brand choice shares and the
size of the segment are predicted. Since the model considers both parameters, the
intrinsic brand preference and the price sensitivity, it allows to determine if choice
shares are due to brand preferences or to price differentials. The competitive structure
of the market was described by aggregated elasticities given by the weighed averages
of the segment-level elasticities which provide information about the nature of
competition at the segment leve). F or example, at the most price-sensitive segment, the
model would predict the highest purchase probabilities for low price brands. The
brands in close competition in this segment would be those sharing similar (low)
pnces, while other attributes would appear less valuable to the consumer. The
importance of other attributes could be considered by adding them to the basic model,
providing the set of dimensions which form the basis for brand competition in the
segment.
De Sarbo and Hoffman ( 1987) developed a
threshold methodology to

multidimensional unfolding

investigate the problems of market segmentation,

competitive market structure and consumer preferences. The method uses binary data
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which anse m a situation of brand selection, and therefore, it is in the class of
nonmetric multidimensional scaling procedures,

and it is closely related to

correspondence analysis. The MDS-based choice model allows for the estimation of a
joint space of subjects and objects by providing a set of dimensions where brands
compete. To pertorm the analysis, a latent 'disutility' variable is defined by a weighed
unfolding model which involves:
i) the respondent's ideal point as a function of his (her) demographic
characteristics
ii) the coordinates of the product as a function of the value assigned to the
product characteristics (e.g. price or physical features), and the impact of
these characteristics on the dimensions where brands compete
The introduction of the product features helps to interpret the solution space
for the brands: dimensions are named in terms of their correlations to the set of
product features. The graphical representation for brands and ideal points on each
dimension, allows to identify the set of competing brands as the one where most of the
ideal points are, meaning brands in that range are mostly preferred. lf two brands are
closely located in a certain dimension, it means they compete closely in that dimension,
but a given brand may have different competitors on another dimension The analysis
also provides basis on segmentation. Subjects can be clustered in terms of their ideal
points, because similarity in ideal points represents similarity in choice criteria. Subject
characteristics would be helpful to define submarkets and the kind of promotion to be
used in each cluster by understanding the choice basis for that dimension. Another
important feature of this method is the possibility of examining the impact on market
share and location of a brand, if certain features are redesigned.
Instead of partitioning a market into clusters of brands which correspond to
measurable segments, the log-linear trees proposed by Novak (1993) allow for an
indirect assessment of segmentation opportunities by inferring the pattern of
heterogeneity in consumer choice probabilities through a contingency table.
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Given a contingency table with brands purchased at time 1 as rows and
columns corresponding to the same brands at time 2, an independence model would
describe the case of an unstructured market, where the choice in time 2 is independent
from the choice at time 1, resulting in a model without interactions. lf brands formed
competitive sets (structured market), the likelihood of switching would be greater
within than across them. To identify the structure of these competitive sets, a quasisymmetry model with interaction parameters was considered by Novak. These
interaction parameters were interpreted in terms of the log-odds ratios. lf for two
brands i and j, the log-odds ratio is zero, brands are similar (substitutable). lf the logodds ratio is positive, brands i and j are dissimilar and consumers stay with the same
brand more than they switch across brands. These log-odds ratios are also related to
consumer heterogeneity: ali brands in the same competitive set will form a partition
characterized by homogenous choice probabilities. The log-odds ratios for pairs of
brands within the partition would be close to zero On the other hand, large positive
log-odds ratios would correspond to dissimilar brands, members of different partitions.
In the graphical representation for the log-linear tree, the are length joining two brands
'measures' their similarity. More switching would be expected for closer brands, which
could be considered as members of the same competitive set.
To derive market structure, Zahorik ( 1994) considers the concept of 'Primary
Aspect Cluster', or P AC, in a nonhierarchical brand switching model. A P AC is the
set of brands perceived to possess the basic bundle of attributes (Primary aspect)
which defines the consumer consideration set on a given purchase. In the Zahorik
model, consumers are not assumed to have homogeneous choice probabilities for the
brands in a P AC, because they are perceived as substitutes. The Zahorik model
generalizes the Grover and Srinivasan (1987) and Jain, Bass and Chen (1990) models
by considering 'inconsistent' behaviors which arise when consumers intentionally seek
noticeable differences between brands.
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The model assumes that brand switches are of two types: consistency
switches(CS) and variety switches (VS), both discussed in section 1.1. At the
individual level, the history of purchase sequences consists of strings of zero-order
CSs within a P AC, separated by an occasional variety seeking behavior (VSs) across
PACs. Ali switches are assumed CSs or VSs, so the probability that a given purchase
sequence is from brand i to brand j is given as the sum of the probability of the
switching being a CS plus the probability of the switching being a VS, plus an error
term to allow for switches due to random and short term factors such as promotions
or brands out of stock. The aggregate switching in the market is modeled by taking
expectations across consumers individual probabilities. One of the assumptions to get
a workable model states that brand switching within P ACs is proportional to the brand
shares within the P AC. This assumption is interesting because the proportionality
constant is interpreted as an index of the substitutability of the brands in the P AC. This
proportionality assumption is consistent with the assumption of a Dirichlet distribution
for the choice probabilities, as in the Jain, Bass and Chen model.

lf this proportionality constant is closer to zero, the number of expected
switches is close to zero, due to considerable perceived ditferences among the brands
and strong heterogeneous brand loyalties. Meanwhile, for a value close to one,
consumer choice probabilities are more homogeneous because consumers perceive the
brands as close substitutes. In the extreme case of a proportionality constant equal to
one, switching from brand i to brand j is just equal to the product of the brand shares
in the P AC. In this case the decision to switch does not depend on the single perceived
similarities between brands.
The model was estimated by using a simultaneous least-squares procedure,
with the number of segments defined as the value where no additional improvement in
the overall fit was observed. The measures of the intensity of switching showed
greater probability to switch between brands within the same PAC (CS's) than across
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PAC's (VS's). The result agrees with the concept that brands in the same competitive
set are perceived as more substitutable than brands in another set.
The concept of a substitutability ( or similarity) measure was previously
suggested in marketing by Meyer and Eagle (1982) in the form of an extended
multinomial logit model (MNL). The extension includes a term 8, which is an inverse
measure of similarity of brand i to all other brands in the choice set, the new parameter
is estimated separately or from attribute brand measures.

1.3. Assessing the Extent of Overlap in Market Segments.

Assuming that the competitive market structure is defined, and a number of
overlapping segments are determined, a brand may compete with a set of brands in one
segment and with other set of brands in another segment. A given brand, then can
satisfy various segments, depending on the consumer characteristics within a segment,
which define the benefits sought in the competing brands. As a result it is important to
define which attributes a particular brand 'shares' with other brands as they compete in
a given segment.
Novak (1993) compares approaches for analyzing market structure in terms of
eight characteristics: the statistical methodology, the form of market structure, the
type of analysis (confirmatory or exploratory), the heterogeneity assessment, the
possibility to introduce externa! information, the identification and profiling of
segments, and the graphical representation. Novak listed 17 approaches based on
brand switching data. The least well addressed aspects are the identification of
segments and the incorporation of externa! information. Grover and Srinivasan (1987)
indirectly address these two issues by suggesting that individual consumers can be
classified into the identified market segments by correlation of demographic and
background variables to segment membership probabilities. If a given variable highly
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determines membership, then it could be considered as a distinctive attribute for that
segment. In particular, GS suggestion is to use Bayes rule to compute the posterior
probability of belonging to segment h from the prior probabilities, and then to
determine predictors that define membership in any segment by regressing the
posterior probability on the consumer descriptors ( demographic, psychographic,
benefits sought, or usage situations). The prior probabilities will be computed as
follows:

} ¡

To predict membership for another consumer, meaningful probabilities should
be between O and 1, then a To bit analysis is suggested in order to avo id predicted
values out of this meaningful interval. For the loyal segments, the likelihood /, of
buying brand i is undefined since ali but one of the q's are zero (the one where i h).
To avoid this problem, Grover and Srinivasan suggest to set the zero q' s as .O1. A
consumer who only buys brand i during the period where data were recorded would
be classified a priori as a loyal consumer. The resulting posterior probability for this
consumer would be equal to

V: (1)

=----

1C
¡

V¡+~~

(2)

j

where the Ws are the market shares for brand i in the switching segments
where brand i appears with other brands. Based on this computation, the purchasing
history for this consumer could correspond to a loyal consumer or to a consumer in a
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switching segment that during the study period did not choose another of the
competing brands in his segment. If a consumer is 'true Joya!', probability of buying
brand i would be one, and in terms of a regression model like the one proposed by
Kamakura and Russell (I 989), the intrinsic brand value parameter would be the
dominant, and the sensitivity to specific brand attributes (for example price) would be
zero, meaning there are no brands that could be substitutes for brand i.
With regard to the switching segments, if the segmentation is performed on the
basis of benefits sought by consumers, the consumer behavior could be explained in
terms of the perceived similarity in the attributes of the brand s. Considering the case
of only two brands in a competitive set, as more similar are the two brands in terms of
the essential attributes they provide to the consumer, more switching would be
expected (Zahorik, 1994). In addition, the posterior probability for a consumer in this
switching segment would be close to 0.5, meaning that if brands are viewed as perfect
substitutes, choosing one or the other will be a random choice.
Consider the consumer' s brand choice process. At first, the consumer uses a
process of abstraction to reduce a large amount of brand features to a reduced set
formed by critica) features which influence the choice of a single preferred brand.
Then, competing brands are represented in terms of one or more perceptual or
physical attribute dimensions relevant to the choice process. Market segments are
defined as homogeneous groups of consumers which assign 'similar' weights to the
brand attribute dimensions. If consumers are uncertain about the true values of the
brand attributes -as could be the case for new products or non-physical features-, or if
consumers within a segment, assign similar but not identical weights to each attribute then it is appropriate to treat brands in a probabilistic framework, and define f(x) as
the brand density associated with the relevant brand attributes perceived by the
consumers. Therefore, the brand selection for both types of segments, loyal and
switching, could be described for the aggregate market in terms of probability density
functions which overlap, i.e. that have a 'shared' area. For simplicity consider the case
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of two brands and a single attribute being evaluated. Figure 1.1 describes the
consumer' s perception of a single attribute held in different amounts by the two
brands.

Population A

Population B

Figure 1. 1. Overlap between brand densities.

The loyal consumers for brand A are located on the left of the graph, given that
B probability density function has minimum area in common with A in this zone, then
consumers perceive brands A and B as having a different amount of the same attribute,
so the probability of their buying brand B is el ose to zero. A similar situation would be
expected for consumers 'loyal' to brand B located on the right. For the consumers in
the middle of the graph, the common area represents the degree of similarity among
the two brands in terms of the attribute under consideration, so high switching
between the two brands is expected. Then the extent of overlap between the two
densities can serve as a substitutability index for the brands holding the attribute being
evaluated. If the two densities fully overlap, it means consumers perceive identical
attribute densities for the two brands. On one hand it could be because they are indeed
perfect substitutes,

or on the other hand because consumer evaluation uncertainty

about the true differences. Consequently there are no Joya! consumers. Their selection
between brands is done at random. In this case, any consumer has a .5 probability of
buying any of the brands in the future, and a .5 chance of being classified as 'Joya!' to
brands A or B in terms of his purchasing history.
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The extension to more than one attribute, say p,

will correspond to two

multivariate density functions which overlap in a p+ 1 dimensional space, and again the
extent of overlap perceived by the consumer with respect to this set of p attributes can
be interpreted as the 'degree of substitutability' for the two brands. The larger the
overlap, the larger the extent of similarity between the brands and therefore more
switching between brands is expected.

It is important to notice that for multi-attribute settings, effective overlap
depends on the attributes under consideration, and mainly on the weights consumers
assign to those attributes. Considering only two attributes, two brands can be 'very'
similar in respect to one, but perceived as different in respect to the other. If both
attributes are important to the consumer, then there is a chance of driving his choice to
one of the brands by heavily promoting the attribute that the brand possesses in a
major degree. On the other hand if brands overlap in ali the important attributes,
promotional and pricing strategies could lead to favor one or the other. For example if
two brands are perceived as similar in terms of the benefits they provide, and one of
the brands increases its price, consumers will switch to the other brand because they
will see no reason to pay a premium for the same set of benefits. Finally, since the
weights assigned to attributes are critica! for meaningful overlap, if brands are similar
in respect to unimportant attributes, this will not be relevant in terms of opportunity
for differentiation
The set of essential attributes to be used as the basis for comparing two brands
needs to be suggested by good theory and information about the particular
characteristics of the brands under consideration, or after profiling their segments. One
this is done, the next step is to assess the amount of overlap (degree of substitutability)
between the brands and then to identify those attributes which lead to the minimum
extent of overlap between the brands because they represent opportunities for
differentiation. Then, the amount of overlap between the probability density functions
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defined by a set of attributes will help to answer the two research questions proposed
at the beginning of this chapter:

1. The larger the amount of overlap, the larger the perceived substitutability between
the brands and therefore more switching and closer competence is expected.
2. Those attributes for which the amount of overlap is minimized define the attribute
bundle which leads to the maximum separation between brand probability density
functions, and therefore represents an opportunity to differentiate the two brands
and to drive the consumer brand choice.

The main objective of this work is to extend the information provided by the
methods of market structure by providing a means to measure the degree of overlap of
brands in respect to a selected bundle of brand attribute dimensions. This provides a
way to define what are the set of dimensions which make them to be perceived as
close substitutes by the consumers in the segment they serve. Once a subset of
competing brands is identified, the demographic and benefit characteristics for
consumers can be used to define the segment profile: those attributes which cause
brands to highly overlap can be interpreted as the more valuable ones for consumers in
that segment. They make up the set of essential attributes which lead to consistency
switches among brands in the segment. lt is expected that a different set of attributes
would make brands 'overlap' in other segments, confirming in this way why brands are
grouped together in different sets. lf the set of attributes which overlap differs, then a
single brand can appear in various segments, depending on the dimensions which are
mostly appreciated by the consumers in the segment where it is considered
Defining substitutability in terms of overlap between two probability density
functions, then the problem to be addressed in this work is formulated as follows:
Let :((x) be the probability density function defined by a p-vector of x consumer
characteristics (benefits sought or product attributes) for the brand i (i=l,2)
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1. Identify the fundamental reasons for the separability of the two densities in terms of
the density moments, or by computing proper separability measures.
2 Construct a discrimination function [h(x)] that maximizes class separability in the
reduced space where h(x) is defined.
3. Estímate the total error associated with the discriminant funcion h(x). This error is
a surrogate measure for overlap in the discriminant space. lt will be important at
this stage to asssess the quality of this overlap measure, because it will depend on
the assumptions about the conditional densities f(x).
4. Relate this error to the degree of substitutability between the two brands with
respect to the p attributes considered in the x vector, and if appropriate, compare
the val u es of this substitutability index for severa! bundles of p attributes
The general problem of constructing a function so that separation among g
groups is maximized, corresponds to the statistical methodology known as
Discriminant Analysis. Once the discrimination function is constructed, the best way to
evaluate its efficiency is to compute the associated misclassification error rates, which
correspond to the sum of the conditional probabilities for misclassification, namely, for
two groups:

Total error= P(allocate to group 11 x

E

group 2) + P(allocatc to group 21 x

E

group 1)

This total error rate can be viewed as the amount of overlap between the two
densities but measured indirectly in the reduced space corresponding to h(x), the
discriminant rule. The situation is depicted in the Figure 1.2.
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Pr (allocate to 1 1 2)

Pr(allocate to 2 11)

Figure 1.2. Relation between overlap and conditional error rates.

Based on the above formulation for the problem, this work propases to
measure the extent of overlap in the multivariate case via the methodology of
Discriminant Analysis. The rest of this work is organized in four chapters. The second
chapter provides a discussion about overlap measures reported in the literature for the
unidimensional case, as well as an assessment about the impact of the density function
characteristics and the sample size on the extent of overlap. Chapter 3 is intended to
support the selection of error rates for discriminant function as measures of densities
overlap. This chapter describes, in general, how to construct a discriminant rule and
how to estímate its associated error rate. The main interests are: separability measures,
the optimality of linear discriminant functions and the quality of estimation methods
for error rates. Chapter 4 develops a procedure to construct a linear discriminant
function, by using the so called Disco coefficient suggested by Guttman (1988) as the
separability criteria. The procedure considers the case of only two brands competing in
a segment, and a 2-attribute set under study. The value of the Disco coefficient is
proposed as an index of substitutability for the two brands, because it is related to the
extent of similarity in attributes ( overlap) for the two brands. This chapter also
presents the computational implementation required to find the proper attribute
weights for a linear discriminant function, as well as the evaluation of the multivariate
disco criterion by bootstrap methods. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions,
drawbacks, and directions for future research derived from this work.
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CHAPTER 2. OVERLAP BETWEEN GROUPS IN THE UNIVARIA TE CASE.

The discussion in this and the following chapters is restricted to only two groups under
study. This chapter is focused on the univariate case, namely, only one characteristic is
used to assess the separability between groups. The first section relates overlap to a
mean difference, and in particular to the usual practice of comparing group meaos and
taking the test significance as evidence for good separation. The second section
presents the overlap measures reported in the Social Sciences literature and their
drawbacks and relation to true overlap. Since overlap percent is a function of the true
underlying probability distributions, normal densities were assumed for these two
sections. This assumption allows for simpler computations and is also a very common
assumption for practitioners. The third section shows how overlap is determined not
only by a difference between means but also by differences in variability and skewness
in the group distributions. Skewed distributions from the gamma family are used in this
section to illustrate how overlap can be very high when non-normal data are under
study.

2.1. Hypothesis comparing group meaos and its relation to the extent of overlap.

In the univariate case, a parametric approach used to compare two populations
is that of testing statistical hypothesis in respect of their means and variances The
usual parametric tests involve t-Student and F, to test equality between means and
variances respectively. When the assumption of only a finite vector of unknown
parameters for a specified probability distribution is not valid, methods with less
stringent assumptions are applied. But even in the non-parametric case, assumptions,
as 'the same continuous probability distribution', are imposed so that the test can be
formulated as one about different location for the two distributions, as is the case of
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Wilcoxon or Mann-Whitney tests (Conover, 1981 ). If the purpose of the statistical test
is limited to show equality in location parameters for the distributions, the named tests
are appropriate. But if a parametric test rejects the hypothesis about equality of means,
this cannot be taken as evidence for good separation between populations. Means can
be declared statistically different, but populations involved can still have a high extent
of overlap. The separation between means is just an evidence that a linear allocation
rule (see next chapter) can be constructed, but even in the case of good separation
between means, the resulting classification rule could be inappropriate, in the sense of
a high misclassification error associated with the populations overlap.
Considering the case of the commonly used t-test, it involves the computation
ofthe sample means difference in units of the corresponding standard deviation. Given
that the sample means are consistent statistics, good separation between the sampling
distribution for the arithmetic means is always possible: as the sample size increases,
power will increase and eventually will lead to a significant test, even when actual
probability distributions highly overlap.
To illustrate this situation a set of tables and graphs was constructed, under the
usual assumptions of two normal distributions with equal variances which lead to a ttest. The homoscedasticity assumption will allow to handle the extent of overlap only
as a function of the distribution means. More general results will be given in the next
section. In the construction of the following tables and graphs, (without loss of
generality) unit variance is assumed for the two densities, the difference between the
population means (8) is given as a multiple of the standard deviation which under the
assumption of cr=l would be equivalent to the raw difference As mentioned at the end
of the first chapter, overlap is defined as the common area for two continuous
probability distributions. Since normality is assumed, the extent of this area (overlap)
can be computed by using the standard-normal distribution and noting that overlap
would be equal to 2Pr(Z>8/2). As the separation between means increases, the amount
of overlap decreases, resulting in separability between the two densities.
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Figure 2. 1. depicts graphically the relation among the concepts of overlap,
shared area between the two probability distributions, and the Z-values used to
determine the amount of overlap

~~
µ¡

µ2

Figure 2.1. True extent of overlap for two univariate densities

The power of the t-test for the hypothesis about equality of meaos depends on
the true difference between the meaos (and, therefore, from the amount of overlap ),
the significance leve) and the sample size. Then to compute this statistical power, the
two most commonly used significance levels were employed, namely .05 and .O1.
Respect to sample size, the same sample size n was assumed for the two populations
under study (then, total sample size is 2n). The values range from 2 to 200. For total
sample sizes below 30, the power of the statistical test was computed by using the
non-central t-distribution, with the non-centrality parameter given by 11· =

½
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n,

For total sample size above 30, the standard normal distribution was used
Computations were performed by using the section on Probability Distributions in the
statistical package MINIT AB (1994). Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show

o,

the difference

between populations meaos, the amount of overlap, and the corresponding power for
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the test for severa! sample sizes. Table 2.1 is constructed by using 05 as significance
leve!, and Table 2.2. by using .01. The entries in the tables stand for the corresponding
power ofthe t-Student test with 2(n-l) degrees offreedom.
Table 2.1. Relation between overlap and statistical power under a=.05
()

0.1
0.25
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

Overlap
.9602
.9005
.8026
.6170
.5319
.3174
.2112
.1336
.0802
.0456

n=2
.022
.033
.054
.089
.142
.213
.284
.382
.451
.563

n=3
.025
.042
.083
.148
.289
.482
.645
.831
.907
.962

n=4
.031
.058
.082
.213
.367
.641
.819
.928
.998
.999

n=7
.038
.065
.078
392
.714
.923
.991
.999
1.000
1.000

n=13
.042
.083
.218
.642
.953
.996
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

n=25
.054
.140
.425
.943
.999
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

n=50
.072
239
.706
.998
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

n=200
.163
.679
.999
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Table 2.2 Relation between overlap and statistical power under a= O1
()

0.1
0.25
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

Overlap
.9602
9005
.8026
.6170
.5319
.3174
.2112
.1336
.0802
.0456

n=2
.005
.008
.012
.023
.033
.047
.092
. 118
.153
.221

n=3
.006
.013
.018
.045
.093
.184
.262
.384
.539
.633

n=4
.007
.011
.025
.073
.152
.303
.462
.629
.941
.982

n=7
.008
.014
.025
.164
.422
.677
.921
.983
.998
.999

n=13
009
.025
.075
.392
.814
.976
.999
1.000
1.000
1.000

n=25
.024
.075
.289
.887
.999
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

n=50
034
141
.432
996
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1000
1000

n=200
075
.455
.992
1000
1.000
1.000
1 000
1.000
1.000
1.000

By using the data from these two tables, the graphs in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 were
constructed. By means of these graphs one can appreciate that the power of the test is
high, even for a large extent of overlap as long as the sample size is large enough
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Power of the t-test vs. percent of overlap
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Figure 2.2. Relation between percent of overlap and power of a t-test, a= O.OS
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Figure 2.3. Relation between percent of overlap and power of a t-test, a= 0.01.
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For example, for a 53.19 % of overlap (more than half of the total area below a
density ), the power is abo ve .70 for a total sample size of 14. This implies that a mean
difference will be declared 70% of the time even when the two densities under
consideration overlap in more than 50%. Only when very small sample sizes, namely 2,
3 and 4, are considered, the amount of overlap needs to be very low (below 30%) to
have a significant test. As expected, when the significance level is O. O1, the power of
the test decreases, and it drops severely for small sample sizes, but even for this
astringent level, a total sample size above 26 (n=l3) is large enough to get a power
above .80 when the extent of overlap is 53.19%. As discussed in the paper by Sawyer
and Ball ( 1981 ), studies in marketing usually involve large sample sizes, resulting in
statistical power over 80% to detect a medium size effect. Sawyer and Ball mainly
discuss a casual relation for two variables (regression analysis), and they point out that
a significant test cannot be taken as evidence of a high proportion of explained
variance for the dependent variable. The authors provide sorne examples where power
of the test was large enough to detect small factor effects, even though the proportion
of variance explained by these significant factors was very low. In a similar manner, for
the t-test under discussion, given a sufficiently large sample size, it is expected to
declare a difference between means, but this result will not be sufficient to assure good
separation between the original populations, nor a chance to classify elements in one
or another group in terms of the single attribute used to compare the means. As a
result, in arder to assess the degree of separability between the two probability density
functions, a reliable measure for the extent of overlap or group separability would be
required, besides the significant t-test.
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2.2. Overlap measures in the univariate case.

Since the extent of overlap is directly related to the standardized meaos
difference (8 in the tables and graphs ), it is not surprising that one of the earliest
measures proposed to assess the extent of overlap was the standardized meaos
difference suggested by Tilton ( 193 7), who defined overlap as "the percentage of area
common to the two distributions". Tilton's D measure is computed by the following
plug-in sample estimator:

(1)

where sP stands for the pooled standard deviation, the square root of the pooled
sample variances. D=O when there is 100% overlap, and it will increase as the
separation between population meaos increases. For this measure, class separability is
given as a function of the standardized meaos difference. For symmetric distributions
with the same variance, D will decrease as the meaos distance decreases, or when the
variance increases, thus providing a measure which monotonically decreases as overlap
increases. Assumptions regarding the true underlying distributions will be required to
determine the true relation between overlap and D. If the two populations do not have
the same variance, the use of the pooled variance (.\'P) in the denominator will decrease

D as the two variances ratio increases for a constant meaos ditference. This behavior
for D is satisfactory, because, as it will be shown in section 2.3,

overlap between

distributions increases if the variance of at least one of them <loes.
Another early univariate measure for the extent of overlap was suggested by
Symonds ( 1930), and defined as the percentage of one distribution reaching or
exceeding the median score of the other ( distribution.) This measure always
underestimates the true extent of overlap because it measures only part of the total
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common area, namely the area above ( or below) the median of the other distribution.
This situation is depicted in Figure 2.4, where the gray area corresponds to the median
overlap measure, and the black area to the total overlap.

Md1

Md2

Figure 2.4. Overlap and its relation to the median proportion measure

Recognizing the bias of the median proportion measure, Symonds (1930) also
suggested the biserial correlation coefficient ( r6 or biserial r) as an improved measure
ofthe extent of overlap. For two normal densities with a common and known variance
cr, sample rb is defined as follows:

where p is the proportion of elements with x-scores in the probability distribution with
larger mean, and q is the corresponding proportion for the population with smaller
mean. u is the common variance for the two populations, and z is the point of
intersection between the two underlying densities. For the special case of normal
densities, the intersection point z is the ordinate of the normal curve at the midpoint
between means and can be obtained from statistical tables. Symonds reported curves
and graphs which related the extent of overlap (as the area of one density above the
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mean of the other density) with the biserial r values: as the amount of overlap
decreases, rb decreases for p=q= 112, (prior probabilities of belonging to any class are
assumed to be the same.) Symonds also reported tables which relate rb between
groups to the probability that an individual with a x-score located at certain distance
above the mean of one group will belong to that group rather than to the other one. As
expected, the probability of belonging to the group with the higher mean increases
with the direeted distanee of the x-seore to the global mean (meaning x-seore is a high
value), but probabilities also inerease with the biserial r val u es, meaning that larger
separation (less overlap) between distributions leads to better alloeation for a new xseore.
The proportionality relation between biserial r and percent overlap reported by
Symonds, was regarded suspiciously by Tilton (1937), and, in a later study,
investigated more elosely by Alf and Abrahms (1968). They reeognized that diffieulties
with rb result from the assumptions underlying the tables eonstrueted by Symonds.
The eorresponding assumptions are given as follows: biserial r is an estimate of the
produet-moment correlation between a eontinuous variable (normally distributed), and
a diehotomized variable whieh has an underlying normal distribution. Symonds
assumed that the eontinuous variable (the x-seores) is always normal within eaeh
group regardless of its membership, then for rb = 1, the Symonds' classifieation se heme
will be the same as forming two groups, one for the seores above the mean of the xseores, and the other for seores below the mean. This is a naive classifieation rule
Alf and Abrahms determined the relation among rb , the pereent of overlap and
Tilton's D, to be the following:

¾overlap

sin -i rb

=------.9

(3)
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from the above relations, they concluded that rh subestimates the extent of overlap.
Considering a bivariate probability distribution and a linear relation between
the two variables involved, Alf and Abrahms derived an improved measure for
overlap, the point biserial correlation coefficient, defined as

Pph

=

µ 1 -µ 2

Jpcj

(4)

Cft

where µ¡ is the mean of the predictor variable corresponding to the i-th dichotomized
value of the other variable; p and q the prior probabilities for groups 1 and 2
respectively; and

CT I

the standard deviation of the combined groups. If p=q, and

groups 1 and 2, are normally distributed with the same variance, Alf and Abrahms give
the next relations among the standardized mean difference, point biserial correlation ,
and the area percent overlap:

P pb

= µ1 - µ2 = D
2CT

(5)

2

Percent overlap = <l.J(D/2),
where <l.J(.) stands for the standard normal distribution function.

The relationship between point biserial correlation and percent overlap will be
dependent on the x-score distribution; therefore, a general relation cannot be derived.
Figure 2. 5 shows the relation between percent overlap and the corresponding
biserial and point biserial correlation values under the assumptions of normality,
homoscedasticity and equal group probabilities. Percent overlap and

biserial

correlation values have a curvilinear relation, where the values increase slowly once
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the overlap is below 40%. Values for the biserial correlation around O. 9 -which will be
considered highly significant for a correlation coefficient- occur when the percent of
overlap is around 30. The graph resembles the relation between power of the t-test
comparing group means and percent of overlap, and allows to conclude that even for
distributions with a moderate extent of overlap (30-40%), one can get a significant ttest and a high biserial correlation. Therefore, these results need to be interpreted with
caution if the final objective is to define separability between two groups and the
opportunity to correctly allocate new elements.
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Figure 2. 5 Relation between percent of overlap and biserial correlation coefficients.

The second graph in Figure 2.5, corresponds to the point biserial correlation.
The relation is approximately linear, with values over 0.9 only if the percent of overlap
is less than 5. Sin ce p pb is directly related to the extent of overlap and Tilton' s D, it is
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a better measure. Figure 2.5 was constructed by using the values reported by Alf and
Abrahms, these results assume that the true parameters are known, so the performance
of p pb under sampling is expected to be less satisfactory.
More recent measures of the extent of overlap in the univariate case were
recently proposed by Guttman ( 1988) in relation of two groups.

In order to define the two overlap coefficients, let x be the value of the
numerical variable used to classify individuals. If two independent samples of size n are
taken from each of two populations, A and B, denote by x P the corresponding x-value
for individual p in population A, and by xq the x-value for individual e¡ in population

B. Let xA and xEJ be the corresponding sample means, then define the next relation

UAH = ¿¿(xp -xq)(xA -xB)

(6)

pe A qc 11

Perfect discrimination ( no overlap) occurs if for ali p and e¡, the x" values from
population A exceed the xq values from population B given that
This latter condition is equivalent to

vAH

lx" - xq 1= x" -

= LLlxp -xql(xA -x1J

x11

is greater than

x11 .

xq , thus define v AB as follows:

(7)

p, A q•.11

Then to discriminate individuals from populations A and B define the Disco
coefficient as u AH /v AH . Guttman showed that the values of the coefficient are always
between O and 1, with zero meaning complete overlap and one perfect discrimination

If the coefficient attains its maximum value of one, there is no overlap between groups
A and B, because the so named DISCO condition holds. The condition is given by

max. (xlb) s; min(xla)

(8)
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The Odisco coefficient is a relaxed overlap measure. For this coefficient the
meaningful comparison is versus the sample means, then define the next relations

u;8 = 2¿(xp -xA)(xA -xu)

and v;B =

2¿1xp -.XAl(X/1 -XB)

(9)

pEA

pEA

and the odisco coefficient as the corresponding quotient between the above
summations. Perfect discrimination occurs under this relaxed condition only if the
odisco coefficient attains the value one. Here overlap is allowed, because if the next
relation holds for the two population means

then odisco coefficient will be one provided the next condition holds

max(xjb) ~ µA,

min(xla) ~ µ 8

(10)

Condition ( 1O) is called O DISCO condition.
Guttman shows that the next relation holds between the two coefficients used
to assess overlap:

º < *A/J / * <
- U

V Ali - U AB / VAH

<l
-

(11)

These two coefficients are non-parametric. Their relation with the percent of
overlap is not given in the paper by Guttman. It is important to note that both
coefficients measure overlap as a means difference, because only the first moment is
involved in their computation, therefore they will represent a proper overlap measure
only for the case of symmetric distributions with the same variance.
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To study the relation between the percent of overlap and the Disco and Odisco
coefficients under sampling, a series of experiments was performed In total, 17
random samples of different sizes from 7 to 100 (the same sizes used with the power
graphs ), were generated from two normal densities, both with variance equal to one,
by using the random number program from MINIT AB. The parent populations
differed only with respect to the location parameter (see comment at the end of
previous paragraph). Four distances between density means were used, the separation
between means corresponds to 90.05, 80.26, 61. 70 and 31. 74% of overlap. Only for
sample size n=7, a greater separation between means was tested (3. O units or
equivalent to 13. 36% overlap ), because the val u e of the coefficients for ali other
sample sizes is almost one for higher distances. Computations showed that no
significant difference occurs in the coefficient values above a two-unit distance.
Table 2.3 shows the mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation for
the Disco and Odisco coefficients computed from 25 trials at each sample size and
means distance combination. Computation of the coefficients was performed by using
a BASIC program written for this purpose.

Table 2.3. DISCO and ODISCO coefficients under simple random sampling

SAMPLE
SIZE (n)
n=7
Disco
ES (disco)
CV (disco)
Odisco
ES (odisco)
CV (odisco)

0.25
0.340140
0.266241
78.27
0.439999
0.313007
71.14

6 = means distance (in standard deviations)
1.00
2.00
3.00
O.SO
0.997822
0.802742
0.959022
0.397443
0.094933
0.004192
0.286611
0.088656
0.42
72.11
44.68
9.91
0.999999
0.757479
0.982560
0.457464
3.354
xE-05
0.309911
0.052296
0.319642
0.0034
5.32
69.87
40.91
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Table 2.3. DISCO and ODISCO coefficients under simple random sampling

SAMPLE
SIZE (n)
n=l3
Disco
ES (disco)
CV (disco)
Odisco
ES (odisco)
CV (odisco)

o= means distance (in standard deviations)
0.25
0.50
1.00
2.00
0.2406001
0.354078
0.659689
0.968578
0.19682
0.185780
0.258149
0.030185
81.8
52.47
39.13
3.12
0.30494
0.782468
0.466611
0.998467
0.25775
0.215878
0.229516 3. 069(E-03)
84.52
46.27
29.33
0.31

n=25
Disco
ES (disco)
CV (disco)
Odisco
ES (odisco)
CV (odisco)

0.25

n=50
Disco
ES (disco)
CV (disco)
Odisco
ES (odisco)
CV (odisco)

0.25

n=l00
Disco
ES (disco)
CV (disco)
Odisco
ES (odisco)
CV (odisco)

0.25

0.50

0.205289
0.161374
78.60
0.2777578
0.205797
74.14

0.365820
0.149879
40.97
0.484498
0.191646
39.56
0.50

0.31761
0.101611
31.99
0.43142
0.133745
31.01

2.00
0.770867
0.098913
12.83
0.904733
0.068039
7 52

1.00

0.419822
0.124560
29.67
0.554089
0.161608
29.17
0.50

0.220633
0.067772
30.72
0.307833
0.091913
29.86

1.00

2.00
0.728322
0.085057
11.68
O 845978
0.89901
10.63

1.00
0.422256
0.058091
13.76
0.560733
0.070307
12.54

0.963844
0.25157
2.61
0.963856
0.025165
2.61

0.961544
0.018760
1.95
0.995001
5.715(E-03)
0.57
2.00

0.709611
0.067486
9.51
0.852467
0.055337
6.49

0.954522
0.014307
1.50
0.991644
4.230(E-03)
.43
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As it was expected, the value of the coefficients increases as the separation
between means increases and the percent of overlap decreases. Unfortunately, the
variability in the coefficients is very high for small sample sizes, even in those cases
with large overlap. The coefficients of variation are above 70% when means distance
is O. 25 units and sample size is as small as 7, 13, and 25; and they are abo ve 3 0%
when means distance equal or below 1. O for sample sizes under 25.
For larger sample sizes, namely 50 and 100, the variability decreases notably;
with acceptable values (below 30%) for moderate (1.0 unit, equivalent to 61.7%
overlap ), and large means distance (2. O units, equivalent to 31. 7 4% overlap ). Very
low variability and values near to one occur when there is large separation between
means, independently of the sample size. Even for n=7, values of the coefficient
rapidly converge to one as the extent of overlap decreases. From these results one can
conclude that the disco and odisea coefficients are a reliable measure of overlap if the
sample size is large enough or if the separation between population means is of at least
one standard deviation. Then if a significant t-test is obtained -meaning population
means are well separated- the Disco and Odisea coefficients would provide a relevant
measure for the percent of overlap.
Ali the results provided in the graphs and tables of this section were
constructed assuming normality. Since ali the coefficients used to measure overlap
(biserial, point-biserial, disco and odisea) depend on the true underlying distribution,
differences in the results provided could occur for other distributions, in particular for
those distributions which differ considerably from the normal. To provide sorne insight
on the behavior of these overlap coefficients, when distributions differ not only with
respect to the location parameters, disco values were computed for a series of
experiments where the parent distribution was non-normal. Results are provided in
the following section.
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2.3. Overlap as a function of the first three moments of a probability
distribution.

As was mentioned before in this chapter, the difference between means seems
to be the main concern for researchers and practitioners when comparing two
distributions and in particular two brands respect to a given attribute. But separability
between groups depends also on other distribution properties. In order to explore the
effect that higher order moments have on the extent of overlap between two
distributions, a factorial experiment in three factors was designed. The factors under
study were the following:

A= Mean difference, with two levels 8 = 1, and 2 (not standardized)
B = Variance ratio, with two levels cr 1/cr 2 = 1, and 2,
C = Skewness combination, with five levels represented as pairs of distributions which
could be symmetric (skewness represented by 'O'), right skewed (+), or left skewed
(-). Levels: (+,O) (O,+)(+,+)(+,-)(-,+)

Since the ratio and mean difference for two distributions can assume any real
positive value, factors A and B were considered random, while factor C was assumed
fixed because its levels correspond to ali possible combinations of skewed
distributions. The (-,-) combination was not considered because it is equivalent to the

(+,+) for the particular purpose of measuring overlap. The skewed distributions were
ali members of the gamma family, and proper transformations were done to provide
left skewed distributions. The gamma family was selected because this distribution is
frequently used to model data for Marketing and Engineering models, and it was also a
convenient choice given the available software.
Table 2.4 reports the two distributions used to represent each particular
combination of the three factors under study, namely: means difference (8), ratiovar,
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and skewness combination. For example, for the first cell in the table, the distributions
are: E( 1), which corresponds to the exponential distribution with expected value equal
1; and N(2, 1), which states for the normal distribution with mean 2, and variance equal
1. F or this combination, the difference between means is 6= 1 (2-1 ), and both
distributions have the same standard deviation (cr=l ), i.e. ratiovar=l. The first
distribution is positively skewed, with a skewness coefficient equal S = +2, while the
normal density is symmetric, with S = O. Then the distributions correspond to the
skewness combination (+,O). As another example, take the last cell in the table. The
two corresponding densities are: f(y), a continuous density function for the random
variable (r.v.) Y. Where Y=l-X, i.e. Y is a transformation from an exponential random
variable (X), the expected value of X is 2, and the one for Y is -1. The other
distribution is an exponential density with expected value equal 1. In this case, since
the mean of the first variable is -1, and the mean for the second r. v. is 1, then 6=2.
Variance of first distribution is 1, and for the second four, then ratiovar=4. Finally, f(y)
is a density skewed to the left, and the exponential E( 1) is skewed to the right,
providing the combination (-,+). Finally, The notation r(a,~) which appears in sorne
other cells corresponds to the gamma density with parameters a, ~For a particular pair choice, a unique overlap percentage is defined. Therefore,
the variability in the overlap percentage will come from the infinite number of possible
distributions that can be selected to represent each factor combination.
For each experiment, the true overlap was computed following two steps:
1. Compute the intersection point between the two probability density curves by using
the specialized mathematical software "Mathematica" ( 1991 ), or by hand in those
cases where it is possible.
2. Compute the true overlap as the shared area between the two densities. These
computations were all done by using MINIT AB.
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These true values of overlap are reported as the first entry in each cell of Table
2.5. As in Table 2.4, each cell of Table 2.5 represents a combination of the three
factors under study.

Table 2.4. Probability distribution pairs used to relate overlap
with the density moments.
Mean
difference
<) =1

<'5=2

Skewness
combination
Var ratio =1

(+,O)

(O,+)

(+,+)

E(l)
N(O, 1)
N(2, 1) E(l)

E(l)
f(4,0.5)

Var ratio =4

E(l)
N(l, 1)
N(2,4) E(2)

Var ratio =1

E(l)
N(-1, 1)
N(3,1) E(l)

Var ratio =4

E(l)
N(O, 1)
N(3,4) E(2)

(+,-)

E(l)
and f(y),
Y=3-X,
with
and x~E(l)
f(0.5,2) E(l)
f(0.5,4) and f(y),
with
Y=4-X,
and x~E(2)
f(y), with E(l)
Y=X-1,
and f(y),
Y=4-X,
and
with
x~E(2); and x~E(l)
f(4,0.5)
f(0.5,4) E(l)
f(0.5,8) and f(y),
Y=5-X,
with
and x~E(2)

(-,+)
E(2)
and f(y),
with Y=3-X,
and x~E(2)
E(l)
and f(y),
with Y=2-X,
and x~E(2)
f(y),
with Y=2-X,
and x~E(2);
E(2)
f(y),
with Y=l-X,
and x~E(2);
E(l)

The true overlap was also estimated by using the Disco coefficient proposed by
Guttman. In order to compute the coefficient, 25 random samples from each
distribution were generated by using the Random Number Generator subroutines from
NAG. The sample mean (named Disco in the table) and standard deviation (sv) for the
disco coefficient are also reported in Table 2.5, as the second and third entries in the
table. As with the first series of experiments reported in Table 2.3, the variability in the
disco coefficient decreases as the disco mean value increases.
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Table 2.5. Overlap and disco coefficient as a function ofthe first three moments.
Mean
difference
ó =1

8=2

(+,O)
Skewness
combination
Var ratio= 1 Overlap =
0.484400
Disco =
0.692028
=
SD
0.1364
Var ratio= 2 Overlap =
0.463842
Disco =
0.521404
=
Su
0.1663
Var ratio= 1 Overlap =
0.276667
Disco =
0.931068
=
SD
0.0383
Var ratio= 2 Overlap =
0.372700
Disco =
0.817180
=
sD
0.11 O1

(O,+)

(+,+)

(+,-)

(-,+)

Overlap =
0.500000
Disco =
0.751330
=
SD
0.1025
Overlap =
0.706212
Disco =
0.590855
=
SD
0.1367
Overlap =
0.158734
Disco =
0.973941
=
SD
0.0155
Overlap =
0.50000
Disco =
0.910795
=
SD
0.0400

Overlap =
0.510746
Disco =
0.629321
=
SD
0.1244
Overlap =
0.833989
Disco =
0.469091
=
Su
0.1826
Overlap =
0.933046
Disco =
0.892099
=
SD
0.0531
Overlap =
0.833989
Disco =
0.447667
=
SD
0.1994

Overlap =
0.346686
Disco =
0.534455
=
Sn
0.1308
Overlap =
0.344516
Disco =
0.356803
=
sD
0.1379
Overlap =
0.117019
Disco =
0.829905
=
SD
0.0694
Overlap =
0.274850
Disco =
0.661607
=
sD
0.0988

Overlap =
0.498473
Disco =
0.579667
=
SD
0.1092
Overlap =
0.467083
Disco =
0.674739
=
SD
0.0948
Overlap =
0.477302
Disco =
0.871051
si)
=
0.0484
Overlap =
0.379749
Disco =
0.956580
=
SD
0.0210

In arder to assess the effect of variance ratio and skewness on the extent of
overlap, an Analysis of Variance was conducted using the true overlap, the mean disco
values and the standard deviations as responses. As mentioned befare, the underlying
model was a mixed one, with two random factors and one fixed factor. The ANOVA
procedure from MINIT AB was used to perform the analysis. The second order
interaction was assumed negligible and it was used to provide an error estimate, the
three first arder interactions were tested by using this estimate. The main effects:
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"Mean Difference" and "Skewness", were tested by usmg as denominator mean
square, the MS(Mean difference*Skewness). To test the effect of skewness, an
approximate F-test was used, the denominator was given as:
SS (Mean difference x Skewness) + (Ratio variance x Skewness) - Error
ANOVA results are given in tables 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8. Since the F-test is based
only on 3 or 4 degrees of freedom for the denominator, F values greater than 2, with
estimated significance level below 0.15, were considered in arder to declare
significance. The F for these effects is marked with an (*) in the corresponding tables.

Table 2.6. ANOVA for true overlap as response variable
Source of variation
Mean difference
Ratio variance
Skewness
Meandiff * Ratiovar
Meandiff* Skewness
Ratiovar* Skewness
Error
Total

df
1
1
4
1
4
4
4
19

SS
O 03463
0.03815
0.55850
0.00030
0.13259
0.06099
0.05976
0.88491

MS

0.03463
0.03815
0.13962
0.00030
0.03315
0.01525
0.01494

F
116.90*
128.77*
4.17*
0.02
2.22
1.02

estimated significance
level
0.059
0.056
O 135
0.895
0.230
0.492

From the analysis reported in Table 2.6, one concludes that overlap is a
function of the first three moments of the probability distributions. As it was expected,
the overlap increases if the difference between means decreases, but the overlap also
increases when the two distributions have different variances. Therefore, separability
measures as Tilton's D and biserial r, which are functions of the variance, will be
smaller as the variance ratio increases; thus providing more information about the true
overlap as compared to disco and odisea coefficients which are only means difference
dependent. Respect to skewness, the most striking result was observed for two right
skewed distributions: given the form of the distributions, they have a great area in
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common (overlap ), with the overlap percent even greater when the vanances are
equal. At this point, it is important to note that self-reports of customer satisfaction -a
typical measure for one of the most studied marketing constructs- have a skewed
distribution with a positive bias (Peterson and Wilson, 1992). Therefore, if two
products (services) from different brands (organizations) are compared according to
this criterion, a single comparison between customer-satisfaction means will not
provide a reliable evidence of a distinctive brand attribute. The high overlap between
the two brand distributions (due to the same skewed form) will represent a high
percent of consumers which report the same level of consumer satisfaction for the two
brands. These consumers are expected to switch frequently between brands if no other
valuable attribute distinguishes them.
Another case where a high extent of overlap is expected corresponds to the
combination (symmetric, positive skewed) distributions, this result calls attention to
those cases where the underlying brand densities have different shape.
Table 2. 7 shows the analysis for the second response, the disco coefficient.
From the disco condition, it is expected that disco coefficient would be an overlap
measure particularly sensitive to a mean difference, this expectation is confirmed by
the ANOV A results, where larger values for disco occur when means difference is
two. Since the disco coefficient depends only on the mean difference, it fails to
measure overlap in those cases where distribution variability and skewness mainly
determine the common area. In fact, average disco values were smaller when the
variances were different, while the results of the previous ANOV A

- when true

overlap was computed - showed that in average, overlap increases when the two
distributions have different variances. The higher dispersion of one of the distributions,
increases the size of common area or overlap, but disco coefficient considers mainly
the differences between individual observations. Due to the higher dispersion, there is
more chance that sample observations from the distribution with higher mean lie below
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the sample observations from the distribution with lower mean. As a result, disco
coefficient underestimates true overlap when density variances are different.
Table 2. 7 ANOV A for disco coefficient
Source of variation
Mean difference
Ratio variance
Skewness
Meandiff * Ratiovar
Meandiff* Skewness
Ratiovar* Skewness
Error
Total

df
1
1
4
1
4
4
4
19

SS
0.310554
0.081683
0.147817
0.000849
0.021330
0.080535
0.022561
0.665328

MS
0.310554
0.081683
0.036954
0.000849
0.005333
0.020134
0.005640

F
365.68*
96.18*
1.86
0.15
0.95
3.57*

estimated
significance leve!
0.033
0.065
0.318
0.718
0.521
0.123

The ratiovar*skewness interaction was significant at the 10%, therefore it was
examined graphically. Figure 2.6 shows the average disco coefficient values at each
combination of skewness and ratiovar. In the horizontal axis appear the five levels of
skewness combinations, with ali the average disco values at the same variance ratio
joined with a common line. The upper line corresponds to ratiovar= 1 and the other to
ratiovar = 4.
From the graph, one can conclude that in general, the disco coefficient values
are smaller (representing small overlap) when there is a difference in the variance
densities. The interaction significance seems associated to the case of two positively
skewed distributions ( +, +) with equal variance ( ratiovar = 1). For this particular
combination, the average disco coefficient severely underestimates the true overlap, as
represented by a disco value of. 7607. The great means difference (2 units) drives the
average disco value upward (disco = 0.8921, see Table 2.5). The actual situation is
that common area is considerable, because the bulk of the probability density of the
distribution with higher mean allows for a considerable extent of overlap. While, when
the variance ratio is four, the higher dispersion of one of the distributions decreases the
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extent of overlap, as a consequence, the average disco was not so high, but individual
values were almost one for sorne sample pairs.
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Figure 2.6. Interaction between skewness and variance ratio.

Finally, Table 2.8 shows the results from the ANOVA for disco standard error

Table 2.8. ANOVA for disco standard error.
Source of variation
Mean difference
Ratio variance
Skewness
Meandiff * Ratiovar
Meandiff* Skewness
Ratiovar* Skewness
Error
Total

df
1
1
4
1
4
4
4
19

SS

MS

0.0196785
0.0064684
0.0141135
0.0008408
0.0024937
0.0082061
0.0017266
0.0535275

0.0196785
0.0064684
0.0035284
0.0008408
0.0006234
0.0020515
0.0004316

F
23.40*
7.69
4.72*
1.95
1.44
4.75*

estimated
significance level
0.130
0.220
0.092
0.235
0.365
0.080
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As mentioned befo re, the standard error of the disco coefficient decreases with
the value of the coefficient. Since disco mean value increases with the separation of
population means, its standard error doubles when separation between means is one
unit, in respect to the 2-unit difference. The highest variability in the disco values was
recorded for skewed distributions with unequal variances. Given the high dispersion
(due to the variance and shape of the distribution), the difference between sample
means was too variable from sample to sample and, therefore, disco values range from
0.0823 to 0.8152. It is relevant to note that the statistical test intended to compare
location parameters always take in account the variability of the underlying
distribution, while disco coefficient only considers the separation between means.
Therefore, large disco values will need to be interpreted in combination with variability
and skewness measures, in order to identify the main source of overlap.
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CHAPTER 3. DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS AND
THE EXTENT OF OVERLAP BETWEEN GROUPS.

In the multivariate case, the 'true' measure for overlap requires the specification of the
probability distribution for the

p-dimensional vector x which corresponds to the

individual characteristics that define the two groups or segments. For two dimensions,
the shared volume for two probability densities corresponds to the extent of overlap as
a logical extension of the univariate case, where the shared area for two densities is
defined as the amount of overlap. Unfortunately, the true densities are rarely known in
practice, and non-parametric function estimation methods -such as kernel, k-NN and
spline methods- rapidly become complex for high dimensionality, being of practica!
use only for one or two dimensions (Silverman, 1986). Despite the difficulties in using
these methods when dimensionality is high, a recent work in Marketing, developed by
Abe (1995) uses a non-parametric density estimation (NDE) method to predict market
response and brand choice. The performance of the non-parametric approach in
tracking and predicting was good, but the author pointed out the practica! limitations
of the NDE respect to the large computational requirements, large sample sizes, and
the problem of empty cells for a large number of combinations of the marketing-mix
variables used to predict brand choice. The problem of measuring overlap via NDE is
more complex because it involves not only the density estimation part, but also the
definition and measurement of the n-dimensional region shared by the densities. In an
earlier work, Kumar and Rust (1989) proposed a visual inspection method for market
segmentation - and indirectly for overlap assessment - based on density graphical
techniques. Given the subjective interpretation of results and the limitations of NDE
methods, the authors restricted the method to only two dimensions. By using scanner
data, the conditional brand density functions were non-parametrically estimated and
depicted graphically in the parameter (advertising and promotional) space. Important
segments were identified as areas of high density (high consumer concentration)
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These segments were described in terms of the parameter values where the density
peaks occur. Relevant questions as how big a density peak should be in order to be
considered a segment, or how distinct two peaks (how much they overlap) need to be
in order to be considered different segments, are left to the judgment of the decision
maker. Therefore, the 3-D graphs provide an exploratory and qualitative approach for
market structure: relative size and overlap of market segments are established in terms
of the visual inspection of the density volumes, without providing any quantitative
measure. One could claim that a quantitative measure for overlap could be constructed
by computing the volume between two peaks, but if each one corresponds to a
different bidimensional density, the basic problem is to decide the actual intersection
surface between the two individual density volumes
Another altemative for measuring overlap between brand densities is to use a
parametric approach. In this case, a particular form of the multivariate conditional
brand density is assumed, using the sample data to estimate the unknown parameters.
Since the actual densities are known, it is then possible to determine the intersection
surface. But also there are difficulties for this altemative, because in order to measure
the extent of overlap between multivariate densities, it is required to integrate complex
regions in a p-dimensional space, apart from the estimation error of the true densities
parameters.
Then, one altemative to simplify the process of overlap estimation m the
multivariate case, will be to reduce the original dimensionality. Of course, one of the
ways to do this is to reduce the number of attributes for brands comparison, but this
implies the introduction of a selection judgment. This work suggests as a convenient
altemative to reduce dimensionality, the construction of a discriminant function, and in
particular, the use of a linear discriminant rule, which for only two groups (brands)
will reduce the original dimensionality to one without a considerable loss m
information when the underlying group densities have the same variance (Hair, et. al.
1984). If there are more than two groups, a unique linear discriminant function will not
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be appropriate, because an important loss information about the separability between
groups will occur. This loss in information is measured in terms of the resulting error
when classifying new elements, and the loss extent depends on the relation between
group vector means. A linear discriminant function is particularly attractive because is
the easiest function one can suggest, and also of general use. Even though the
literature on Multivariate Discriminant Analysis reports good results for linear rules, in
particular the very well known Fisher' s discriminant rule, it will be important to assess
how appropriate is for a particular data set befare it is implemented.
By means of the discriminant rule, the profiles of the elements in the groups
under study are expressed as a single number (discriminant score), i. e., the
discriminant rule projects the original vector of characteristics for a brand or individual
in the reduced dimension of the discriminant function. The original separability of the
group densities in the multidimensional space will be reflected in the misclassification
error associated with the discriminant rule. lf there is low separability or equivalently,
high overlap between the original densities, a high misclassification error rate will
occur when the discriminant rule be used. This error rate measures not only the true
group separation or overlap, but also the quality of the discriminant rule selected.
Then, only if the discriminant rule selected is optima! in the Bayes sense (mínimum
misclassification error), the associated error rate reflects the true underlying overlap
Otherwise, the misclassification error rate will always overestimate the true overlap,
but the bias in the measure can be reduced by the proper selection of the discriminant
rule, after considering the underlying structure of the available data

After the above analysis, this work suggests to follow the next approach in
order to estímate overlap in the multidimensional case:
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Use the available data to construct a linear discriminant function which will
reduce the original dimensionality. In the reduced space, use the discriminant rule as a
classifier, and compute its associated error-rate. Then, use this total error-rate as a
surrogate measure of the true extent of overlap and separability between groups.

Even though the error rate is the desirable separability measure, its estimation
leads to a difficult statistical problem (McLachlan, 1986) which requires theoretical
considerations as well as computational effort in order to be solved. In this work, the
Disco coefficient, presented in Chapter 2 is extended to the bidimensional case -see
Chapter 4 - and evaluated as a substitute of the error rate estímate. The disco
condition is, therefore, proposed as an altemative non-parametric approach to assess
the separability between groups in the multivariate space. The coefficient is not only
used as substitute of the error rate but also as the basic criterion to satisfy by the linear
discriminant rule to be implemented. Then, it is also relevant to analyze how
appropriate is the disco condition as discriminant criterion, in terms of its performance
respect to linear discriminant rules derived from statistical principies.
This chapter is intended to provide a better understanding of the problems
involved when overlap is estimated in the reduced discriminant space. In particular,
problems related to the selection of the discriminant rule and the error-rate estimation
procedure.
The specific chapter objectives are:
1. To describe how to construct a discriminant rule, and to discuss the conditions
under which a linear discriminant function is appropriate and even optima!.
2. To present and discuss advantages and drawbacks of the available error-rate
estimation methods.
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3.1. The Discriminant Analysis Problem.

Discriminant Analysis refers to the multivariate methods designed to separate
and allocate elements in a known number of groups. The problems that can be solved
by using these methods are:
1. Description (graphical or algebraically) of the differential features of the entities
coming from severa) groups, i.e. finding "discriminants" as a means to separate the
groups as much as possible.
2. Assignment of an entity of unknown membership to one of the groups. In order to
fulfill this, an estimate of group membership, on the basis of an x vector with
individual characteristics, is required.
3. Recognition of pattems with respect to a finite number of predefined groups of
pattems, which are functions of the original variables.
The literature in Marketing reports uses of Discriminant Analysis in solving
problems like (1) and (2). For example Discriminant Analysis has been used to identify
the salient characteristics of the innovators market segment (1 ), and to predict the
success of new products given a vector of attributes (2). In this work, another
application of Discriminant Analysis is suggested: Measurement of the overlap
between two given brand segments, by computing the error rate associated with the
discriminant function used to separate the brands in terms of a selected set of
attributes. Then, a comparison of the associated error rate, computed from various
discriminant rules (based on different sets of brand attributes ), can be u sed to define
the basic attribute bundle which distinguishes one brand from another.

3.1. J. Formula/ion of the Discriminan/ problem.
Let X be a p-dimensional vector of measurable characteristics for an individual,
and assume the individual belongs to one of g identified groups. Let z(i) be a binary
variable which assumes the value one if the individual belongs to group i and zero
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otherwise. f. (x) is the conditional probability density function for X in group i; and X
has been drawn from a mixture of the g groups in proportions

Tr,, Tr 2 , ... , Tr !/

.

Then, the

unconditional probability density of X in the mixture is given by
g

Íx (x) =

¿ lf;f, (x)

(1)

/=]

With X having been observed as x, the posterior probability that the entity belongs to
group i is given by

r,

Trf,(x)

= Pr(Z(i) = i x) = "

(2)

fx(x)

From a point of view derived from Decision Theory, an allocation rule r(x) can
be constructed by considering the Ioss of allocation for a given x. Define the Ioss for
allocation performed on the basis of r(x) as:

g

l{z,r(x)} = ¿z(i)Q[i,r(x)]

(3)

1=1

where for any i, Q[i,r(x)] = O if r(i) = i, and Q[.,.] = 1 if r(i)

-:;t.

i;

consequently, the expected loss would be:

E[l{z(i), r(x) x]

= ¿ T¡ (x)Q[i, r(x)]

(4)

Then, an optima! allocation rule r(x) is defined as the one that minimizes the
above conditional risk function. Since the conditional risk is a linear combination of
posterior probabilities, with ali the coefficients equal to zero, except one, the expected
loss

would be minimized by assigning x to the group with the highest posterior
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probability. In Decision Theory terms, any rule that minimizes the expected loss for
sorne

1r ¡, 1r 2 , ... , 1r g

is said to be a Bayes Rule.

For only two groups, this optima! or Bayes rule r(x) can be written as follows:

G,

r(x):r 1 (x)

<
>

r 2 (x)

(5)

where l(x) is the likelihood ratio and h is the threshold value. If the natural logarithm
of the likelihood function is used, the allocation rule becomes:

G,

h(x) = -In l(x) = -In r 1 (x) + In r w (x)

<
>

In 1r 1 /In 7r 2

(6)

G¡

where h(x) is the discriminant function. If the prior probabilities are equal, the last
term becomes zero, and the decision is based only in terms of the conditional group
densities.
A criterion to evaluate the quality of any allocation rule is given in terms of the
misclassification probabilities derived from the rule. For two groups, the allocation
rule divides the feature space into two regions, R(l) and R(2), if x falls in R(i), then
the entity is allocated to group i. Therefore, the conditional allocation error rates can
be expressed as

e1

= Pr(r(x) = 2¡x E G1 ) = f J; (x)dx
R,

e2

= Pr(r(x) = IIX EG2 ) = f f 2 (x)dx,
R¡

(7)
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then, the overall error rate associated with the rule r would be given as:

2

e(r)

= n 1e¡(r) + n 2 e 2 (r) = ¿n, f J; (x)dx =¿ E{r; (x)Q[i, r(x)]}
•= 1

ii.,

(8)

¡, 1

The last expression given above for the overall error rate shows its relation
with the unconditional risk. As the optima! or Bayes allocation rule minimizes the
conditional risk over ali rules r(x), it also minimizes the unconditional risk and
therefore the overall error rate. Therefore, the minimum overall error rate is related to
the Bayes allocation rule, and is known as the Bayes error. This optima! overall error
rate is the most precise measure of separability between the groups, and it is directly
related to overlap: if the two densities highly overlap, then the variables in vector X
have no discriminatory power anda high number of misclassifications (high error-rate)
is expected. Although Bayes rule is optima!, it is difficult to implement because of its
complexity when dimensionality is high and conditional probability densities are not
normal (Fukunaga, 1990).
When the main objective for Discriminant Analysis is classification, the
allocation rule in (5) can be modified to include misclassification costs. If c,1 is the
cost associated with the misclassification of individuals from group i into group j, then
the Bayes allocation rule, which minimizes total cost instead of total error, becomes

G2

f¡(x) < (c12 -C22)í'l"2
f2(x) > (c21 -c11)n1

=h

(9)

G,

In order to apply rule (5) or its log version (6), a calibration data set needs to
be used to provide information about the conditional probability densities. The
calibration set consists of recorded feature vectors

( x 1, x 2 , ••• , x)

and the
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corresponding binary variables z(i) which define group membership. The calibration or
learning data set can be obtained under two kinds of sampling designs:
Mixture design, which selects a total of n entities and records its X-vector and its
group membership, or
Conditional design, which selects n(i) entities from each group and records their
corresponding X-vector.
Under a parametric approach, the group-conditional densities are taken as
known up to a manageable number of parameters. The elements of the parameter
vector 0 are assumed to be distinct a priori, and are replaced by proper estimates
obtained from the calibration data set. In this case if r*(x, w) -where \/1 is the vector of
prior probabilities plus parameters of the assumed conditional density, namely
\/f(Il,0)- is an optima! allocation rule, the plug-in rule is formed as r*(x, (jf ), since
parameters are unknown. Then, the allocation rule becomes a random variable. If a
consistent estimator for 0 is used, and the likelihood function f(x,0) is continuous in
0, the plug-in rule is Bayes risk consistent, in the sense that its risk, conditional of (jf ,
converges in probability to that of the Bayes rule, as n goes to infinity.
Under a non-parametric approach, the group conditional densities f(x) are
estimated from the data by using non-parametric methods, such as kernel (the
dominant one) and k-nearest-neighbor. Then the actual densities in the likelihood
function /(x), are replaced by their estimates, and used to define expressions for the
posterior group membership probabilities. The performance of the Kernel Discriminant
Rule (KDR) does not seem to justify the associated complexity for the procedure, the
comparison studies by Titterington et al. ( 1981) and Hand ( 1983) concluded that the
sample normal linear discriminant rule (see section 3.2.2) outperformed the KDR And
in the case of unequal group covariance matrices, the KDR performed as well as the
normal quadratic discriminant rule. Given these results, non-parametric discriminant
rules will not be further considered in this work.
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Other criteria for construction of allocation rules is to minimize distances. If X
is the p-vector measured for an individual of unknown origin, a distance-based rule
would allocate the new entity in the group in which classified data in the calibration set
is closest to x in sorne sense. These type of distance-based rules are considered nonparametric, and Krzanowski (1983, 1987) has classified them into two broad
categories:
1. Measures based on concepts from information theory, in particular those derived
from Shanon's entropy, and
2. Measures related to the Bhattacharyya's measure of affinity. The Mahalanobis
distance which is used as the standard measure of distance between two groups
when the individual characteristics in X are continuous, belongs to this class.
Another particular distance in this class is the Euclidean distance.

3.1.2. Discriminant Rulesfor Normaf Models.
Under a parametric approach, the assumption of normality for the conditional
densities ./; (x) allows to develop important theoretical and practica! results in
Discriminant Analysis. For two normal distributions with mean vectors µ,, and nonsingular variance-covariance matrices ¿; , Bayes allocation rule can be expressed as
the next quadratic function of X:

o

I

2

r

1

(X-µ,) ¿~ (X-µ,)-

1

2

r

1

(X-µ 2 ) ¿; (X-µi)+

1

2

IL,
1r,
Inl¿ I ~In;:1

2

;

(10)

e,,

In practice, the mean vectors (p components) and covariance matrices ( with p(p+ 1)/2
parameters ) are unknown and need to be estimated from the calibration data set. In
such a case, the plug-in estimator for the above rule is formed simply by plugging in
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the corresponding parameter estimates, such as the max1mum likelihood estimates
given the conditional densities.
The quadratic discriminant function (QDF) in ( 1O) becomes linear under the
assumption of homoscedasticity:

In this case the maximum likelihood estimator for the common covariance matrix

L is

the pooled sample covariance matrix which is usually corrected for bias by the amount
n/n-2. The corresponding plug-in estimator for the linear discriminant function (LDF)
becomes the W classification statistic (Wald, 1944).

(12)
o,

This sample allocation rule is basically the same as the very well-known
Fisher's linear discriminant function,

where the

'weights'

of the individual

characteristics or features (vector a) are derived without the explicit assumption of
normality via the maximization ofthe next quotient:

{a T(X¡ - x2 )}2
arSa

The quotient is maximized by the choice ar = e L

(13)

1

(X1 -

X 2 ), the vector a is not

unique, any e different from zero will maximize the quotient. To avoid this problem, e
is selected so that a has unit length. This normalization permits to partially assess the
relative importance of the independent variables. Big absolute values mean great
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discriminatory power for the i-th variable, provided the X(i)' s are not correlated. If xº
is the observed vector of characteristics for an individual, its discriminant score
derived from Fisher' s criterion is given by yº= xº'

s- 1( X1 - X2 ) .

Thus, the individual

will be allocated to group one if the discriminant score yº exceeds the centroids
average (midpoint between the two mean discriminant seores), or otherwise, to group
two. If the cutoff point in (12) is taken as zero (equal group prior probabilities ), then
Fisher' s rule is equivalent to Bayes rule with regard to the homoscedastic normal
model.
Empirical studies (Joachimsthaler and Stam, 1988) have reported a good
performance for the LDF, even when the normality assumption is not satisfied. The
LDF has been reported to lead classification rules that are robust under varying
skewness and kurtosis conditions provided the two group distributions have the same
shape. Even for discrete data, LDF performs fairly well, with only slightly higher error
rates over non-parametric procedures such as kernel discriminant analysis. The
Quadratic Discriminant function (QDF) has been declared more sensitive to nonnormality, but also robust for sufficiently large sample sizes, provided group
conditional distributions are not highly skewed; meanwhile heavy kurtosis caused no
problems. An important and general conclusion is that the normal linear discriminant
function is good for allocation provided the true log ratio of group conditional
densities is approximately a linear function of the individual variables (McLachlan,
1992), which implies that interactions between variables are the same for the two
groups under consideration. Therefore, if there are important correlation between
individual brand attributes, say between price and quality, the LDF will be a poor
selection unless the correlation between the two variables be similar for the two
brands. Since LDF is a good rule for allocation, its associated overall error rate will be
stable, providing reliable overlap estimates; but if the main objective is to assess the
importance of certain attributes in the differentiation of a brand, then the variable
weights estimated under the LDF could be misleading.
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Parametric allocation rules can also be constructed based on the likelihood
ratio criterion. The likelihood ratio rule for the allocation of an unclassified individual
with observed vector x is constructed by treating z(i) as an unknown parameter to be
estimated from the calibration data set (t) and the vector x. If the data set has been
selected by using a mixture design, and in accordance with the normality assumption,
the log likelihood function is:

2

logL(4',Z;x,t)=

n

2

~)~:>u logf(x 1 ;A,L,)+z;J,(x;µ,,L;)}+ ¿(n,
i=I

J=I

+z;)log1r,

' 1

(14)

Under assumptions of equal prior probabilities and covariance matrices, the
resulting allocation rule is the Z-statistic (Anderson, 1984), the corresponding sample
estimator is given by:

Z =-n-1-(X-X1 )7' S 1 (X-X1 )-~(X-l\)7's-'(X-X2 )
n1 + 1
n2 + 1

(15)

For equal sample sizes, the above rule reduces to the classical W-statistic given at
(12).
As noted before, h(x) the discriminant function (Bayes rule) is linear in x for a
homoscedastic normal model, therefore, closed expressions for the optima! error rates
can be derived in the case of two groups. The conditional mean and variance for h(x)
are given by

E{h(x)I group i} =

Li: /2

and Var{h(x)I group i} =

Li:

(16)
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where Ll~ is the squared Mahalanobis distance between the two groups. This distance
is equal to:

Then if v is the threshold value, the optima! error rate for group 1 is given by

,

e; 12 = Pr{h(x) < vlx E G1 } =<1>{

v-112.1 2
.1

}

(18)

and the total probability of error would be given by
e0

_

-

m{v-1/2.1
Ll

2

Jr 1'-!' - - - -

}

m{v+l/2.1
+n 2 '-Y
Ll

2
}

(19)

which is a monotonically decreasing function of .1.
Parametric rules are not limited to the normal case, but results are more
complex for other distributions. A family of important probability density functions is
given by

where K is a normalizing constant, n is the dimensionality, L is a weight matrix, real
and positive definite, and µ is the mean vector. This family of densities is integrable in
the n-space and its contours of constant probability are hyperellipsoids. The normal
density, Pearson type II and VII, and uniform density (K=O) belong to this family. For
this family of symmetric and monotonically decreasing functions, the Bayes rule for
two groups is either a linear function or a quadratic function of x, depending on the

L
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matrix. Rather than the specific density shape, the ellipsoidal symmetry associated with
the members of this family seems the most important aspect for the discriminant form
Bayes classifier becomes linear for sorne other distributions,

such as

distributions of independent exponential, and independent binary variables. Linear
classifiers are the simplest, and they are directly related to Euclidean distances This
kind of classifiers will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

3. J. 3. Linear Discriminant Rules.
In general a linear discriminant function or linear classifier has the next form:

a,

=a

h( X)

T

X

+V

>
O

<

Ü

(21)

a,

where a is the vector of 'optima!' weights of the available characteristics or features,
and vº is the threshold value for given distributions under various criteria. Linear
classifiers are the simplest ones regarding implementation, but in the Bayes sense, they
are optimum only for the homoscedastic normal model (McLachlan, 1992) as
discussed in section 2.2.2.
From (21 ), if x is an observed vector, h(x) will project the p-dimensional vector
x in the one-dimensional h-space, thus classifying the individual in group 1 if the
discriminant score exceeds - v Therefore, the optimum design procedure for a linear
0 .

classifier is to select a and v

0 .,

which give the smallest error or maximum separability

in the h-space. Since h(x) is a linear combination of random variables, for high
dimensionality the Central Limit Theorem applies (Fukunagua, 1990) and then, an
approximate normal distribution for h(x) can be claimed. Therefore a function of the
conditional mean and variance of h(x) can be a good criterion for class separability. If
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µ;, L, are the X-mean and variance matrix in group i, then the conditional mean and
variances of h(x) are:

E{h(x)IG;} =arµ¡+ v = 1'/;
0

Var{h(x)IG,}

= ar L; a=

(22)

a-;

Let f( µ;, I.;) be the selected criterion for the construction of h(x), by taking
partial derivatives and equating them to zero, the optimum solution for a, regardless of
the form off(µ¡,

L; ),

is:

where

(23)

i3f / 00"~
s=----~-é!f I
+ é!f I

oa-~

oa-;

The threshold value is obtained as the solution of

é!f

i3f +
01'/¡

=O

(24)

º1'/2

In general, if a linear discriminant function is desired, the means and variances
of h(x) are the basis to evaluate its performance when inserted into a chosen criterion
function f( µ,, L;)

F or example, the Fisher' s criterion for the linear discriminant

function corresponds to the mean difference normalized by the averaged variance in
the h-space. Then, f(µ;,L;) becomes:

f = (r¡¡ - r¡2)2
2

O"¡

+a-22

(25)
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the optimum a (s=0.5 in this case) is given by

The Fisher's criterion does not depend on a threshold value because v cancels
0

when the mean difference 77 1

-

77 2 is considered. It is interesting to note that Fisher's

criterion for the linear discriminant function resembles sorne of the univariate overlap
measures, namely Tilton's D and point biserial correlation for equal group
probabilities.

Since the linear discriminant function

reduces the original

p-

dimensionality to one, it seems congruent to apply analogous measures to evaluate
overlap in the h-space. Of course, the basic problem at this time is to know how
appropriate it is to reduce the dimensionality and to know how much information is
lost during this process.
Under the normality assumption, the weights and threshold values can be
selected so that the Bayes error in the h-space is minimized. This is possible because
closed expressions for the total error -which depends on the conditional means and
variances of h(x) - can be derived. The threshold val u e v must be selected such that
0

the next equality holds:

(27)

This selection implies that the two h(x) densities need to be equal at h(x)=O.
The vector of discriminant weights a, need to be selected as given above, with s
between O and 1, equal to
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(28)

Sin ce 17,, CY, are functions of a and v an iterative procedure is required to find the
0,

optima! solution. Holdout and Resubstitution methods have been suggested. The error
of the ideal linear classifier líes between the estimated errors from these two
procedures (Peterson and Mattson, 1966). As discussed in the previous section, in the
particular case of two homoscedastic normal densities, the linear discriminant function
given in ( 11) is optima!, and therefore the reduction in dimensionality does not lead to
information loss about group separability.
Linear classifiers constructed under a mathematical programmmg approach
(Ragsdale and Stam, 1991) are considered as the most important non-parametric
alternative for the statistical discriminant formulation. Besides, the empírica! evaluation
studies of the linear discriminant rule have shown favorable results in severa! cases
(Bajgier and Hill, 1982; Joachmisthaler and Stam, 1988; Erenguc and Koehler, 1990).
The basic LP discriminant model was proposed by Freed and Glover ( 1981) and is
known as the MMD (minimize maximum deviation) model, which objective is to
minimize the maximum extent of overlap. Its formulation is as follows:
Use the n 1,n2 observations of two groups on p-independent variables to
construct the n¡ x p matrix B¡ for each group, and then find the vector of weights, x,
which optimizes the function

(29)
S. t.

B1 x-d1

se

B1 x+d1 > e
d],d2 ~ Ü
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d1 and d2 are n¡xl vectors of deviational variables ande is a real valued variable. (x,c)
identifies an hyperplane in ffi P

that either separates the two groups (z=O) or

minimizes the amount of misclassifications (-z represents the degree of separation
between the groups).
The above formulation always has an unacceptable (trivial) solution since strict
inequality above cannot be directly enforced by simplex method (Ragsdale and Stam,

1991). To avoid the trivial solution, a revised formulation known as E-MMD was
suggested by Rubín (1989):

s.t.

B,x-d, s c 1
B1 x+d2 >e 2
e1

S

e2

-

6

di ,d2 ~ Ü

&

1s an arbitrary small positive number.

The optima) solution defines two

hyperplanesB·x s e 1·, B*x > c 2 • separated by a gap of size E-:, and Bis a (lxp) vector
of variables representing possible observations that can be used with classification
purposes. The classification gap

E

can be viewed as a "fuzzy area" where there is great

uncertainty in classifying observations. The objective function given above will be
minimized by taking e 2 as small as possible and e 1 as large as possible. From this new
formulation an important theorem is derived (Ragsdale and Stam, 1991): if an
unacceptable solution for the problem occurs, then the mean centroids are equal
(provided sample sizes are equal) meaning that the linear discriminant function is not
appropriate for discrimination. In this case of equal mean centroids, the rule has to be
based on the differences between group-covariance matrices, and therefore the MMD
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approach which only takes in account distances is not convenient. By usmg a
parametric approach, Bartleet and Please (1963) studied the situation of equal group
means for two groups, and found that the optimal discriminant function is quadratic.
Therefore, preliminary statistical tests comparing group means and/or the computation
of the Bhattacharyya distance (see next section) will be helpful to decide if the
construction of a linear discriminant function is appropriate.
Mathematical programming (MP) models do appear to provide good results
when the underlying assumptions for the normal LDF and QDF are violated.
Joachimsthaler and Stam (1988) compared an MP approach with the Fisher's LDF,
QDF and logistic model. The QDF method gave the smallest apparent error rate when
group variances were different, but for homoscedastic data, even under non-normality,
the four approaches gave similar error rates. At the same time, the logistic model and
the MP approach provided better results when data were sampled from increasingly
flat-distributions. Markowski and Markowski (1987) compared the MMD method to
the Fisher method in the case of qualitative variables, concluding that the Fisher
method outperformed MMD even when the normality assumption was not satisfied.
Besides the LP formulation,
linear

Programming

(NLP)

Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) and Non-

formulations

have

been

suggested.

Stam

and

Joachismthaler ( 1990) studied via simulation, the performance of the MIP formulation
for nonnormal distributions with high skewness and kurtosis coefficients. The
objective of the MIP is to minimize the total number of misclassified observations in
both groups. This approach is based on the criterion of minimization of error rates,
meanwhile the inherent criterion of LP approaches is maximization of group
separability. MIP method provided the best possible linear discriminant rule on the
calibration sample when compared with the LP, LDF and QDF methods, except for
strongly heterogeneous variance matrices, where QDF showed better results. An NLP
formulation for the discriminant problem has also been suggested by Stam and
Joachimsthaler ( 1989). The objective is to define a linear discriminant function such
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that an observation's discriminant score is p distant from the cutoff value

Ur criterion),

the LP formulations correspond to the particular case of p=l. The authors'
experimental results showed a slight improvement in the apparent error rates for the /:
and /5 objectives, and pointed out that the approach could be particularly useful for
variable selection, i.e. the type of discriminant problem named (3) at the beginning of
the discussion.
In general, the definition of linear combinations of weights, as well as, the pattributes recorded in vector x, allow to transform the p-original individual
characteristics into a smaller number of q variables. This is specially convenient when
the dimensionality of x is high. This process is known as linear feature selection in the
pattern recognition literature (Fukunaga, 1990), and can be viewed as the search,
among ali possible singular transformations, for the best subspace which preserves
group separability as much as possible in the lowest dimensional space. The lowest
dimension is one, which corresponds to the use of a unique linear discriminant rule.
The sample version of this procedure corresponds to the extension of Fisher' s
Discriminant Analysis for severa! groups.
The problem of linear feature selection is formulated as follows. Assume g
groups and let µ be the mean vector (centroid) and

L the common covariance matrix

for the combined groups. The canonical variate analysis expresses the differences
between the g means in d=min{p,b) dimensions, where b is the rank of Bo, the
between group sums of squares and crossproducts matrix, which is defined as follows

(31)
g

Bo = ~)A
i=l

- µ )(A - µ f I (g -

1)
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The

canonical

variates

of x

are

defined

by

y

rx,

where

f = (r ¡, Y 2, ... , Y d) and Y¡ is the vector that maximizes the ratio:

rTBoy

rrI:r
and for k=2,3, ... ,d,

(32)

y k maximizes the above ratio subject to y/ I:r h =O, for

h=l, ... ,k-1. The vector

r

that maximizes the above ratio corresponds to the

eigenvector associated to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix i:- 1 Bo. The new set of
y coordinates is the complete set of multiple linear discriminant functions Therefore,
they are also referred to as discriminant coordinates instead of canonical variates.
Then, in order to have a low-dimensional representation of the data that separates the
g groups as much as possible, the last p-d canonical variates, those corresponding to
the p-d zero eigenvalues of the matrix i:- 1 Bo can be discarded without an increase in
the total error rate under the complete dimension p (Kshirsagar and Arvensen, 1975).
For the particular case of only two groups, only one canonical variate is required to
separate groups as much as possible because rank (Ro) =1. But if q, the number of
canonical variates, is less than d, then an increment in the overall error rate of the
Bayes rule is expected. But this potential loss in efficiency can be compensated by
working in a lower dimensional space.
For g>2, the desirable linear projection of x would be one that minimizes the
error rate and, at the same time, maximizes the separation between the groups in the
reduced q-space. In general, the solution will be different depending on the objective
selected. The two goals of optimization coincide only for two multivariate normal
homoscedastic densities because in this case, the error rate is a decreasing function of
the spread measure.
F or spread measures from the next family
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(33)

the choice

r

9

,

projection from

corresponding to the first q canonical variates, is the optima! linear

m

P

~

m

q .

Then, if a linear discriminant rule is constructed under the

criterion of maximizing a measure of spread as (33), the selection a = y I will be
optima!. But this selection does not necessarily correspond to the optima! linear
discriminant rule if the criterion is to minimize the difference between the discriminant
error rate and the Bayes error. Working with normalized linear combinations of the
dominant q canonical variates, McCulloch (1986) has derived a method to construct a
linear discriminant rule which minimizes the overall error rate in the case of g
multivariate normal and homoscedastic groups.
For heteroscedastic normal models, the so-called best linear rule has been
shown to offer little improvement respect to the sample normal linear discriminant rule
in those cases where the latter is comparable to the quadratic rule (Marks and Dunn,
1974).

To sum up, given a calibration data set,
1. The quality of a linear classifier is evaluated by computing its corresponding group-

conditional means and variances as given in (22) and by inserting the values into the
chosen criterion selected as the performance measure. The selected criteria could
be:
i) Maximization of a spread measure which does not reqmre any distributional
assumptions and which is based on the moments of the discriminant function, such
as the family of spread measures given in (3 3) or
ii) Minimization of the Bayes error, which requires to specify the underlying
densities. For the normal case, the error is a function of the first two moments of
the linear discriminant rule. There are well-developed methods to obtain a solution.
2. A linear classifier preserves ali the separability information in the original pdimensional space when there are two groups. But for g>2, the selection of a linear
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classifier always results in an increment in the Bayes error, unless the rank of the
between groups matrix is equal to one. This implies that group centroids fall along
a single line. Concerning the optima! Bayes rule, linear classifiers are optima! only
for homoscedastic normal models, but from a practica! point of view, the simplicity
and robustness of the linear classifier can compensate the potential loss in
performance.
3. The selection of a linear discriminant function is appropriate only when a mean
difference exists. If distributions are separated by a covariance difference, the only
choice is to adopt a more complex classifier (quadratic or piece-wise linear)
Therefore, computation of the Bhattacharyya distance and/or a MANOV A table
must be the first steps to assess the separability of two groups.
Once the linear discriminant rule has been constructed, its associated error rate
provides a measure of the overlap or class separability between the distributions under
study. This "indirect" measure of the true overlap relies on the linear discriminant rule
implemented, and it always exceed the true overlap. The information loss depends on
the true underlying conditional densities and the type of criterion (distance or error)
used to derive the rule. The following sections describe how to estimate the
discriminant error rate and they are directly related to the second objective of this
chapter.

3.2 Estimation of Error Rates in Discriminant Analysis.

The Bayes error is the most effective measure of the separability of two
groups, but calculation is in general very difficult due to integration in a complex pdimensional space. As was discussed in Section 3. 2. 1, if r(x) is the optima! Bayes rule,
then it has the minimum overall error rate associated, as given in the following
express10n :
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= ¿¿Pr{r(x,F) = Jlx

EGJ

i=l i;tcf

= ¿n; f./; (x)dx
1=1

(34)
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This error rate can be used as a measure of separability or extent of overlap between
multivariate distributions, but unless the true underlying distributions are known, this
error rate cannot be computed.

Since the discriminant rule is sample-based, the

relevant error rates are those conditional on the calibration data set t, from which the
rule is derived. For two groups, the overall conditional error rate is given by

ec(F, t)

= Jr 1 Pr{r(x, t) = 2lx

E G 1 , t} +

í'l" 2

Pr{r(x, t)

= llx

E G2 ]

(35)

If the conditional allocation rates are averaged over the distribution of the calibration
data, then the expected or unconditional rates are obtained, i.e.

eu(F)

= n 1E[Pr{r(x,t) = 2lx

EGi,t}]+n 2 E[Pr{r(x,t)

= llx EG 2 ,t}]

(36)

If the main interest is to measure the performance of a sample-based allocation
rule, the conditional error rates are of main interest. But if the main concern is a
reliable measure of overlap then unconditional error rates are most relevant, because
they are independent of the specific calibration data set u sed to construct the rule.
Unfortunately, the conditional and unconditional error rates of a sample-based
rule depend on the group-conditional distribution and so they need to be estimated. In
the absence of additional data, these rates must be estimated from the same calibration
data set used to construct the rule The estimation of error rates is an important and
very difficult problem in discriminant analysis. Statistical studies (McLachlan, 1986,
1987) have shown the usefulness of resampling techniques ( obtaining new samples
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from the same data set) in producing improved estimators in respect to the apparent
error rate usually reported in discriminant studies.

3.2. J. Non-Parametric Error-rafe E"stimators.

The most common method used to estimate the conditional error rate is to
divide the total number of observations in two samples and then compute the Apparent
Error Rate (APER) or resubstitution estimator, defined as the fraction of misclassified
observations in the calibration data set. The APER is easy to compute, but
unfortunately it tends to underestimate severely the true unconditional error rate,
unless the sample sizes are very large.
For the sample normal linear discriminant rule (NLDR), McLachlan (1987) has
derived an expression to correct the bias of the APER. If this particular discriminant
rule is implemented, the estimator of the error rate will be based on parametric
methods. But even in this situation, it is important to note that even when a robust
normal rule be adopted, the corresponding normality-based estimator of its error rate
is not robust. Therefore, nonparametric methods for estimation or bias-correction are
more desirable.
In order to avoid the bias of the APER, cross-validation methods have been
suggested One of these is the holdout method which splits the data set into calibration
and test subsets. The discriminant rule is constructed from the calibration data subset,
and the error rate estimated by means of the misclassification rate from the test sub set
Of course, this method is inefficient in its use of the data. Another cross-validation
approach that works well is the Lachenbruch's holdout procedure (Lachenbruch,
1982) In this method, one observation is taken out from the i-th group and the
discriminant rule is developed from the n-1 remaining observations, and then used to
classify the holdout observation. The procedure is repeated until ali the n, observations
of the group are classified. The same steps are repeated for ali the groups. The total
misclassification proportion is the estimator of the error rate. The principal
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disadvantage of this method is the considerable number of computations needed to
construct the classification rule. Major statistical packages, as BMDP, MINIT AB and
SAS, allow for this cross-validated version if the implemented rule is the NLDR.
The jacknife version ofthe APER, is given by

A(º =A, +(n, -l)(A, -A,(¡))

where

A,úJ

(37)

denotes the APER of a discriminant rule when it is applied to tú)

observations in group i., and where A,

is the APER derived from the total of

observations in group i. This jacknifed form of the APER is a good estimator of the
optima! error rate for group i, assuming the sample-based rule is Bayes consistent
Bootstrap methods (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) have been successfully applied
to estimate the bias of the APER, and empirical studies have shown evidence that
bootstrap methods and their variants (Gong, 1986, and Fitzmaurice et al., 1990) are
the best of the cross-validation methods. Bootstrap methods are used in this work in
order to estimate the unconditional error rate associated with the linear discriminant
function to be developed in the next chapter.

The basic ideas about bootstrap estimation are the following:
1) F or mixture sampling ( see section 3. 1), a new data set, called the bootstrap sample,
is generated according to

F (y),

which is the estímate of the distribution function of

the random vector Y= (X,z). The bootstrap sample is then given as

where

z,"

=l if the boostrap observation

note, that in this case, the (O, 1) values for

x;

z;

belongs to group i. It is important to
are simultaneously generated according
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to F (y) . Then the bootstrap data set consists of the observed values of the random
sample

It is usually impossible to express the bootstrap distribution in a simple form It must

be approximated by Monte Cario methods whereby pseudo-random samples
(bootstrap samples) are drawn from F (x). With reference to mixture sampling, in
order to generate the bootstrap sample it is necessary to consider the F, (x ) for each
group, instead ofthe F (x).
2) The discriminant rule is then formed from the bootstrap calibration data set as it
was derived from the original set.
3) The APER of the bootstrap rule r(x;t") for a particular bootstrap sample (say the
k-th) is then computed as the proportion of observations in ( which are misallocated.
The difference
(39)

is also computed. In the above expression,

eci.k

Ut () is the bootstrap analogue of

the conditional error rate of the i-th group under the k-th bootstrap sample, and it is
given by

(40)

where Q[u, v] = O for u=v and I if u -:t= v, and zu equals one if the observation being
classified belongs to group i and is zero, otherwise. Therefore, ec,_k (f.; ;1·) is
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computed by applying the discriminant rule, constructed from the k-th bootstrap
sample, on the original sample.
4) Then the bootstrap bias of the APER corresponding to the i-th group is computed
as

(41)

where M is the number of bootstrap samples generated. This number, according to
Efron ( 1993), usually does not seem to have a critica! effect when it is above 50 or
100.

Finally, the corrected APER of group i would be reported as

(42)

where A, is the usual APER of the original sample. If the conditional error rates, as
g1ven m (35), are averaged over ali M bootstrap samples, the Monte Cario
approximation of the bootstrap estímate of the unconditional error rate of the i-th
group results.

3. 2. 2. Parametric Error-rate Estimators.
Parametric error-rate estimators have been proposed mainly under the
assumption of homoscedastic normal conditional densities (McLachlan, 1992). For this
particular class, the most common approach is to use plug-in estimates of the
unknown parameters in the closed form for the optima! error rate.
For the case of two groups, the optima! error rate is a function of the
Mahalanobis distance ( 1).2 ) as was given in (19). If the sample version of this distance
(D) is used instead, the plug-in estimator provides an optimistic estímate of the
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conditional and optima! error rates because D underestimates the true distance. Based
on this fact, Lachenbruch (1968) suggested the use of the unbiased estimator of .1

2

.

The so called L-estimator of the error rate for the i-th group is et>(-/,), where L is given
by

/, =(N-p-3)/(N-2)

1

1
[

2

D-(pND 1 )/(n,(N-p-l))

(43)

where N = n-2, and n is the number of observations.
Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968) also proposed the so called O and OS
estimators. These are the N -2 asymptotic expansions of the unconditional error rates,
corresponding to the use of D or /, respectively. The DS-estimator, suggested by Page
(1985), is constructed by replacing I:

1

by its unbiased estimator in the expression for

.12 . The simulation studies, conducted by Page to evaluate this DS-estimator, as well

as, other parametric estimators, have shown that the OS- estimator is the best
estimator ofthe conditional error rates for small and medium p (dimensionality) While
the L-estimator is better for high dimensionality. The DS-estimator was reported as a
good substitute for these two, when the sample size is large. It also has the advantage
of a substantial computational saving.
Closed forms for the optima! and conditional error rates for other distributions
are too complex to be handled. Therefore, the formulation of parametric error-rate
estimators for non-normal models is limited, so non-parametric estimators are clearly
preferred.
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3.3. Multivariate Separability Measures.

From the preceding section, it is evident that the calculation of the error
probability is a diflicult problem To overcome this difliculty, other procedures have
been suggested, one is to determine the density function of the likelihood ratio and
integrate it in the h-dimensional space (Fukunaga, 1990). Another simpler alternative
is to provide proper bounds for the error rate in the form of separability measures
The Bayes error, in the particular case of two groups, can be derived from
expression (34), resulting in

An upper bound for the integrand in ( 44) is given by

cu= 1r;1r~

'f min/f/(x),f/ '(x)Jdx

(45)

Osssl
this cu is called the Chernoff bound, and the optimum s can be found by minimizing e,,
When the two density functions are normal, the integration in (45) can be
carried out to obtain the following closed expression

(46)

The above expression is known as the Chernoff distance, and the optimum s is to be
found by maximizing µ(.r;).
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If ~=1/2 is used in (45), a less complicated upper bound is obtained. This

µ(112) bound is called the Bhattacharyya distance (Bhattacharyya, 1943) and it is an
important measure of the separability of two distributions. For normal distributions
this distance becomes

(47)

When vanance matrices are equal, the optimum s can be obtained by
differentiation of (46), the solution is s=l/2. Then, the Bhattacharyya distance is the
optimum Chemoff distance for homoscedastic normal models. The value of s depends
on the shape and variability of the probability densities and is near to 1/2 if the
densities are nearly symmetric and with the same variance. The first term in ( 4 7) gives
the class separability due to a mean difference, while the second term gives the class
separability due to a difference in variance matrices. The selection of a discriminant
rule (linear vs. non-linear) will depend on which of the two terms is dominant
Remember that a linear discriminant rule will never work if vector means are equal. In
this case, the rule will need to be based on the differences between the covariance
matrices. For non-normal distributions, the Bhattacharyya distance is also a convenient
separability measure. It has been used for discrete data and it has also been
generalized, in order to measure the separation among g groups ( chapter 1 in
McLachlan, 1992). Figure 3 .1 shows the relation between the Bhattacharrya distance

(µ(112) or B-distance) and the the upper bound for the error (E,i), the log (Eu) is a
decreasing function of the B-distance.
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Figure 3. 1. Relation between 8-distance and upper bound for error.
Under normality, closed forms for the error rate are available, and therefore,
the relation between µ(112) and the Bayes error can be studied. Table 3 .4a shows the
relation between the Bayes error in the h-space, the total percent of overlap (just two
times the error for equal prior probabilities), and the Bhattacharyya distance. In this
case the second term of ( 4 7) vanishes and the values given for µ(l 12) are the same for
any dimensionality of the x vector. For equal means but different variance matrices, the
second term of µ(112) is equal to 0.1 lp. Then, as dimensionality increases, the distance
increases proportionally to the corresponding error rate. It is interesting to note that
even for equal group means, the Bayes error in a high-dimensional space can become
very small with different variance matrices. Relation between Bayes error, overlap and
µ(112) for severa! p values is given in Table 3.4 b.

Table 3 .4. Relation between Bhattacharyya distance and Bayes error.
a)E,qua vanance matnces
0.0000 0.1000 0.2000
µ(1/2)
Bayes error
0.5000 0.3264 0.2643
52.86
100.00 65.28
Overlap (%)

0.4050 0.8020
0.1841 0.1000
36.82 20.00
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b) Equal means
Dimensionality
p=4
p=8
p=l6
0.44
0.88
1.76
µ(112)
Bayes error
0.1152 0.0446 0.0082
7.25
Overlap (%)
33.87
18.59

p=64
7.04

o
0.12

For the homoscedastic normal model, the total error rate associated with the
optima) linear discriminant rule is a monotonically decreasing function of the
Mahalanobis distance t/, which has become the standard measure of distance for two
groups when the features in vector x are continuous. Mitchell and Krzanowski ( 1985)
have shown that ~ 2 remains appropriate when the family of distributions is one of the
elliptic class given at the end of Section 3.2.2. Figure 2.2 shows the relation between
~ and the total error rate (given as percentage) for homoscedastic multivariate normal
2

conditional densities. The graph resembles the shape of the graph for the B-distance,
2

but larger values of ~ are associated with total error rates.
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Figure 3.2 Relation between Mahalanobis distance and total error rate
for homoscedastic normal densities.
As discussed in section 3 2.3, a linear discriminant rule can be derived under
two criteria: minimizing error rate or maximizing a between-group distance measures
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The distance measures can be directly related to Bayes error, like the Bhattacharyya
and Mahalanobis distance; or they could be functions of two scatter matrices: the
within-class scatter matrix (I) and the between scatter matrix (Bo). The family of
spread measures given in (33) belongs to the second type. Two common specific
measures in this class are the following:

= tr('i, 1B
.!2 = 1nl1l-1nlE{(x- µf (x- µ)}I
.J1

0

),

(48)

For linear transformations of the general form y= rx, J 1 can be maximized by
selecting the q eigenvectors corresponding to the largest q eigenvalues to form the
matrix r. For the particular case of two groups, as mentioned before, x can be mapped
onto a one-dimensional subspace In this case, criterion J 1 beco mes a function of the
class described in section 3 .2.3, and f= a' , the vector of variable weights which
define a linear discriminant function.
The functionf depends indirectly on the group means and variance matrices via
the parameters of the discriminant linear function (see expression 22), but I: 1 and L:,
never appear separately, but always combined in the form

1r 1 17 1

+ 1r 2 r¡ 2 . The particular

form off is the following

(49)

where r¡

0

is the average of the two group centroids, and r¡,,

a) the mean and

variance for the discriminant function given group i. For two groups, the criterion J 1
provides the optimum linear classifier without threshold when f( µ,, L,) is optimized
in respect to vector a. Generally speaking, J 1 is a good measure when distributions are
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unimodal and separated by a mean difference. Optimization of J 1 and

h results in the

same selection of the transformation vector a since both criteria are invariant to nonsingular linear transformations.
A discriminant rule can also be derived by max1m1zmg the Bhattacharyya
distance, but this criterion has a convenient form only under normality, and even in this
case, optimization is not easy since trace and determinant are combined.
For homoscedastic models and equal prior probabilities, µ(112) becomes the
spread measure J 1 with a known optima) solution. For equal means but different
covariance matrices, the optimum linear transformation is found by selecting the q
eigenvectors of L 2 1 L I corresponding to the q largest A, + 1/ Je, + 2 terms. When both
means and covariance matrices are different, there is no known procedure available to
optimize the Bhattacharyya distance. A suboptimal solution when the mean difference
is dominant is given in Fukunaga ( 1990).
After this discussion about the alternatives to construct a Discriminant
Function, one can distinguish the following approaches that have been considered in
order to solve the problem:
1. Statistical (Decision Theory) approach. Under this approach, the main objective is

to find an optimum discriminant rule in the Bayes sense, i.e. a rule which minimizes
the overall error rate. This mínimum error attainable is called Bayes error The
alternatives under this approach are two: parametric, where a specific form for the
group densities is proposed; and non-parametric, where the group underlying
densities are estimated by non-parametric methods such as kernel method.
2. Distance approach. In this approach, the discriminant function is constructed under
the criterion of maximization of a distance measure. The principal measures
proposed in the literature are those related directly to Bayes error, as the
Bhattacharyya distance; and measures of spread which involve the between and
within group scatter matrices.
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3. Mathematical form of the discriminant function approach. For this case the
objective is to construct a discriminant rule with a specific mathematical structure,
for example, linear, quadratic or piece-wise linear. Under this approach, it is
required to find a vector of variable weights such that an optimization criterion is
satisfied. Severa! criteria have been used, for example in the LP discriminant model
(see expression 29 and 30), the criterion is to maximize group separability,
measured as deviations from the group separation plane. Schervish (1984) and
McCulloch ( 1986) have developed optima! linear discriminant rules by using as
criterion the minimization of the overall error rate And Fukunaga ( 1990) describes
a general procedure to derive the linear rule by using as optimization criterion a
function of the group conditional means and variances of the linear discriminant
function.
It is important to note that under the three approaches, the overall error rate is
considered as separability criterion It is the central idea for the statistical approach,
and related to the concept of distance and the optima) linear rule for approaches (ii)
and (iii). lt is also relevant to point out that the very well known Fisher's discriminant
rule arises under the three approaches: Fisher proposed to find a vector of variable
weights (linear discriminant form) such that the spread measure given in expression
( 13) be maximized. The Fisher' s criterion involves the mean and variance of the
discriminant rule as noted befare (see expression 25), and it is equivalent to the
optima) (Bayes) rule for the special case of normal densities with the same variance.
There are many empirical studies comparing the discriminant rules derived
under different approaches, and one of the relevant conclusions, derived from them, is
that linear discriminant rules have good performance - measured in terms of the
associated error rate -, they are easy to implement with respect to other rules, and in
the particular case of the sample normal rule, robust with respect to various conditions
of skewness and kurtosis. As mentioned in section 3 1.3. (page 64), the construction
of Fisher' s linear discriminant rule, uses as criterion a function of the moments of the
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discriminant rule, and this function can be viewed as the multivariate extension of
Tilton' s univariate overlap measure which is also a special case of the spread measures
given in (33). On the other hand, also in the literature for Social Sciences, Guttman
(1988) developed another univariate overlap measure, the Disco coefficient. This
coefficient can substitute Tilton' s overlap measure, and be u sed as the optimization
criterion for the construction of a linear discriminant rule. In this case, the approach to
be taken corresponds to that named as "Mathematical structure of the discriminant
function", i.e. the main objective is to construct a linear rule, under the criterion of
maximization of the disco coefficient given in section 2.2 (page. 65). In this case, the
disco coefficient is only a function of the conditional means of the linear discriminant
rule, while the Fisher's criterion involves the conditional group mean and variance of
the linear discriminant rule. Since the suggested approach takes as criterion a
particular spread measure, it is non-parametric, the only assumption in respect to the
underlying group densities is that they are continuous.
From the previous discussion, the problem for two groups (brands) and p
attributes is formulated as follows
Let x 1 and x 2 be two mx 1 vectors formed with the selected brand relevant
attributes. It is desired to construct a linear discriminant rule like the following

n,

h(x)

I ax
J

1

= aTx

(50)

' 1

The vector a is defined as the vector of weights assigned to the brand features
such that it will discriminate best between the two brands. To achieve this, the
proposed criterion is the maximization of the Disco coefficient, which is a distance
measure of the group conditional means (771, 172

)

of h(x). The multivariate disco

criterion is defined as the quotient ( 51) for the case of two groups (brands) A and B
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ulv=f(r¡, )
with

(51)

= Il)h(xP)-h(xq)](r¡ 1 - 17 2 )

uAB

¡HAqEB

v,, 111 = ¿¿,h(xP)-h(xq),(r¡ 1
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r¡ 2 )

pEA qEB

m

In equation (51),

T/¡ = ¿a;x¡ , the mean value for the discriminant function
¡e

is

1

called also the centroid of group i. If the centroid of group 1 is greater than the
centroid of group 2, then the disco condition (no overlap) given in equation (8),
m

section 2.2, is satisfied if ali discriminant seores, defined as h(x,)

¿a xP = a 1 xr,
1

1

of individuals

p

in

group

1,

are

greater

than

the

1

e/

discriminant

seores

m

[h(xq)

¿a;x9 ,

= a Tx 9 ]

of individuals q in group 2.

1 -/

In the h-space, the error of this linear classifier will measure the extent of
overlap of the two underlying densities of groups A and B. Since the rule is not the
optima! Bayes rule, this overall error will reflect the true group separability in the
multivariate space plus the error associated with the suboptimality of the rule.
From the discussion provided in the paper by Guttman (l 988), a proportional
relation between overlap and the quotient u 1v in the discriminant space is predicted.
Then, the values of disco coefficient can be taken as the final surrogate measure of
overlap. Disco values near to one, will represent good separability and low error rate
for the discriminant rule as a consequence of the small extent of overlap between two
multidimensional densities. In this work, the Disco criterion is implemented and
evaluated as a measure of the extent of overlap between two groups The groups
represent two market segments, in particular segments related to brand preferences.
Individual preferences can be predicted by assigning elements to one of two brands
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(groups) based on a vector of m features. A great number of misclassifications (high
error rate and low disco values) will indicate large overlap of the two brand densities
and therefore high switching between brands due to the perceived similarity
Since the construction of the linear discriminant rule uses as performance
criterion the maximization of the quotient of two quadratic functions, it will require a
careful selection of the maximization algorithm, as was recognized by Guttman
(1988),
In Chapter 4, the relation between the values of the Disco criterion and the
error rate will be studied. The final objectives are:
1. To evaluate the quality of the linear discriminant function constructed under the
disco criterion, and
2.

To assess the effectiveness of the disco coefficient as a multivariate overlap
measure.
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CHAPTER 4. A DISCRIMINANT RULE CONSTRUCTED UNDER
THE DISCO CRITERION

4.1. Overlap Measures and the Disco Coefficient.

After the discussion about Discriminant Analysis, and, in particular the use of a linear
classifier and the computation of error rates, the next procedure is suggested in order
to determine the extent of overlap of two segments profiled on the basis of a vector of
brand perceived attributes:

1. Register and standardize the available data.
2. Determine the main source of brand separability by computing a convenient
separability measure such as the Bhattacharyya distance. Are the brand
differences related to a mean difference, or to a variance matrices difference, or
both? MANOV A tables comparing vector means and Hawkins' test for
Normality and Homoscedasticity (Hawkins, 1981) will also be helpful in
answering this question.
3. Construct the linear discriminant rule based on the disco criterion.

If there are only two brands under analysis and their associated attribute mean
vectors are the main source of separability, then a unique linear discriminant rule
is appropriate. The use of a linear discriminant rule is optima) only for
homoscedastic normal models, but it is also a good selection for any member of
the elliptic family, and in general a robust rule. Therefore, it is convenient to take
in account the shape of the underlying distribution and to reconsider the use of
the linear rule if the distribution is severely skewed.

If there are severa) groups, it is necessary to define how much separability
information is lost while reducing to one dimension. The linear discriminant rule
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is appropriate only if centroids are collinear. If the main source of separability is
due to the covariance matrices, then a quadratic or piece-wise discriminant rule
could be a better selection. Definitely, no linear discriminant rule is appropriate if
mean vectors are equal and group differences are only due to the covariance
matrices.
4. Use the attained value of the disco coefficient as the final surrogate measure of
overlap.
The disco criterion looks for the minimum overlap between discriminant seores
in the unidimensional space of the discriminant function. Given that univariate
disco values increase as overlap decreases, it is expected that in the bivariate
space disco values be directly related to the error rate of the disco discriminant
rule. If this relation holds, then the error rate estimate is not required. The disco
coefficient provides the desired substitutability index between brands.
The error rate associated with a discriminant rule does measure true overlap
but also the quality of the rule. Therefore, the appropriateness of the proposal depends
on:
a) The quality ofthe disco linear discriminant (DLD) rule,
b) The strength of the relation between disco values and the DLD error rates, this is a
particular requirement in step 4) of the suggested procedure.
Then, in order to evaluate the proposal, the DLD rule is implemented for the
bivariate case and a series of simulation experiments performed. The quality of the
DLD rule is assessed by comparison with the Bayes rule, and the relation between
disco values and error rates established. The simulation results are discussed in this
chapter.
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4.2. Mathematical Programming Formulation for the Disco Discriminant Rule.

In this section, the problem of construction of a linear discriminant rule under
the disco criterion, previously formulated in section 3 .4 is solved for the bivariate
case. The construction of the disco linear discriminant rule is formulated as a
mathematical programming problem. The problem is solved via FORTRAN programs,
which call for the general NAG non-linear optimization routine E04VDF. This is a
routine designed to minimize an arbitrary smooth function subject to linear and nonlinear constraints. This routine takes into account the gradient information for the
constraints and the objective function; thus it provides stable values for the decision
variables. For the problem under consideration, the decision variables correspond to
the weights to be assigned to the brand attributes such that the maximum separability
between brands is attained.
The extension of Guttman's disco coefficient to the bivariate case is formulated
as the following optimization problem:
Find the vector of weights (w;) required to construct a linear discriminant
p

function of the form

h(x) =

¿ w;x;

such that the disco coefficient of the

i=I

corresponding linear discriminant seores be maximized:
u

Max(-)
V

S.

(1)

t.

u

o::;-::;1
V

where u and v for the case oftwo groups, A and B, are given as follows:

u

= 2¿¿[h(xP)-h(xq)](17, -17 2 )
pEAqEB

(2)
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where 17;

= E(h(x)lx

EG;,i
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*

171 - 77 2 )

is the expected value ofthe discriminant seores of

group i. For sample data, 77; is estimated by the ith. group centroid. h(xJ stands for
the discriminant score of individual p.
The restriction on the disco coefficient to lie in the interval [O, 1] is proposed
because the bivariate data are projected onto the one-dimensional space by the linear
discriminant rule. The univariate discriminant seores are expected to satisfy the disco
condition, leading to a coefficient value between zero and one. No restrictions are
imposed on the corresponding weights of any variable because in the sense of
Discriminant Analysis, the variable weights do not correspond to correlations with the
discriminant function nor to probability measures.
In order to sol ve problem ( 1) for the bivariate case, it was reformulated as
follows:
Proposed numerica/ solution for the bivariate case.
Define the next decision variables:
W, = Discriminant weight assigned to the first classification variable by the Disco
discriminant rule
W 2 = Discriminant weight assigned to the second classification variable by the Disco

discriminant rule.
Z = ulv, with u and v defined as in expression (2)

When actual data and the decision variables W, and W 2 are substituted m
expression (2), the quantities u and v become:
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2
u= w 1(X 1A -Xrn)¿¿(X 1¡ -X 1) +W;(x 2A -X 28 )¿¿(X 2¡ -X 2) +
iEAj~
iEAj~
W1W2 {(X1A - Xrn)¿¿(X2; -X2J) +(X2A - X2s)¿¿(Xli - X1J)
iEA jEB
iEA j~

(3)
V=

2
W1 (X1A - Xrn)IIlxli - X1jl +W;(X2A - X2s)IIIX2¡ - X2jl +
iEAjEB
iEAjEB

wlw2 {(XIA - Xrn)¿¿jx2i - X2jl +(X2A - x2B)¿¿jX¡¡ - xlijl
iEA jEB
iEA jEB

The general problem (1) is reformulated in terms ofthe three decision variables (z, W 1,
W2) as follows.

Find W 1 ,W2 and z to salve the next NLP (Non-Linear Programming) problem:

Max(z)

s.t.
u-vz=O

(4)

O::; z::; 1

Two test problems, identified as experiments 1 and 2 in the following section,
are used in arder to determine if there is a solution to the problem and to correct for
proper tolerances, output results and work vector dimensionality in the NAG routine.
Since the objective function was a quotient, a high variability in the discriminant
weights was observed. Therefore, it was necessary to try several initial points in arder
to obtain a stable solution. For sorne initial points the numerical routine even failed or
tolerances were not satisfied, but it was always possible to find a solution by selecting
convenient initial points.
To evaluate the performance of the disco criterion in the bivariate case, series
of simulation experiments were conducted. The underlying densities were always
normal because oftwo reasons:
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i) Bayes optimality of the Linear Discriminant Function (LDF) and Quadratic
Discriminant Function (QDF) under normality. Therefore, the disco criterion can be
compared with the best discriminant function and its quality evaluated.
ii) Computational convenience. The LDF and QDF are implemented in the commercial
statistical software, and closed forms to compute the Bayes error are available. This
situation makes possible to compare the overlap estimates to the true values.
The simulation experiments correspond to three basic series. They were
designed so that the disco criterion can be evaluated according to the following data
conditions: difference between mean vectors, homoscedasticity,

heteroscedasticity,

and different sample sizes. The results of the simulation studies are reported in the
following three sections of this chapter.

4.3. Disco Coefficient Performance under the Bivariate Normal
Homoscedastic Model: A Simulation Approach

Experiments for homoscedastic normal densities were performed at the first
stage of the implementation of the linear discriminant function. Five basic experiments
were designed. They involved different levels of overlap, form very low (4.5%) -zero
overlap was not proposed because it implies truncated densities- up to the highest
(100% ). There must be a means difference between groups since the discriminant rule
to be constructed is a linear one. Respect to the covariance matrices, identity matrices
were assumed for this first series. These covariance matrices structure is appropriate
to avoid problems with the discriminant rule associated with multicollinearity, and it
<loes not imply loss in generality, because it is always possible to diagonalize any two
positive definite matrices (Fukunaga, 1991 ). Two groups were considered, one with a
mean vector different from zero, and the other group with a bivariate standard normal
distribution. Manipulation on the non-zero mean vector permits to test for different
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conditions, such as the difference in the means signs and magnitude. The five basic
experiments used to generate the different conditions are described after the discussion
of the simulation procedure.

Simulation Procedure
In ali cases, 50 pseudo-random vectors were generated for each of the two
groups, by using the NAG random number routines. In the first part of the simulation,
the optimal discriminant rule - in this case the normal Linear Discriminant Function
(LDF) - was constructed by using MINITAB. Since true conditional densities are fully
specified, the true error rate (and consequently true overlap) is known. For a given
calibration data set obtained under actual sampling, this optima! error rate is unknown,
and it must be estimated from the data. Then, in order to simulate this sampling
situation, two non-parametric error rates estimators were computed. One is the very
common used apparent error rate (APER), and the other is the cross-validation error
rate derived under the Lachenbruch's procedure described in section 3.2. To compute
this last error rate estimator, the subcommand XV AL from MINIT AB was employed.
The true and estimated Bhattacharyya distances - equal to 1/8 Mahalanobis distance
where covariance matrices correspond to the identity matrix -, were also computed,
such that a complete set of separability measures be available to evaluate the
performance of the DLD rule. The step 4) of the proposal assumes that disco values
will be related to true error rates and overlap. Therefore, a disco coefficient based on
the standardized discriminant seores was also computed in order to support this claim.
Since the optima! rule is being used, the discriminant based disco coefficient is free of
the effect of the discriminant rule quality.
The second part of the simulation study, was the construction of a linear
discriminant rule under the disco criterion. The weights assigned to each variable by
the LDF were used as initial values in the optimization of the disco coefficient, leading
to satisfactory (stable weight values) results. The corresponding APER for the disco
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linear discriminant (DLD) function was then computed. In order to provide a better
estimate of the true error rate, the bootstrap procedure described in section 3 .2. 1 was
implemented. Ali the steps were carried out by means of another FORTRAN program
which uses the NAG routines for random number generation and non-linear
optimization. The basic steps are the following:
1) Fifty bootstrap samples under a mixture sampling design are selected from the
original sample.
2) The Disco Linear Discriminant (DLD) rule is constructed from each sample.
3) The hundred observations in each bootstrap sample are classified, and the
corresponding APER is computed.
4) The DLD for each bootstrap sample is used to classify the hundred elements in the
original sample, and the conditional error rate for each group is computed by using
expression (40) in section 3.2.
5) The bootstrap bias is computed by using expressions (39) and ( 41) given in section
3. 2. This estimated bias is then u sed to correct the APER val ue of the original sample
and provides a reliable error rate estímate.

Simulation Results
The results of both parts of the simulations along with the description of the
experiment are reported in the following tables. The symbol B2 is used to denote the
Bhattacharyya distance, and under the name "Cross-validation error rate", the two
non-parametric error rates estimators are reported. For the LDF rule, the crossvalidation rate corresponds to the one-leave-out estimator, and for the DLD rule to
the bootstrap estimator.
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Experiment 1: Bayes error= 0.0225, then percent of overlap is 4.5%.

2.85]

µ¡

= [ 2.85

Mean vectors :

µ, = [~]

B 2 = 2.030625

B = 1.65835
2

Table 4.1.1. Discriminant weights and error rate under LDF and DLD rules ..

Weight for the first variable
Weight for the second variable
Disco coefficient
APER
Cross-validation error rate

LDF
0.64667
0.68105
0.999123
0.03
0.03

Disco criterion
-0.420495
1.668938
1.00000
O. 16
0.25

Experiment 2: Bayes error= 0.3264, then percent of overlap is 65.28%.

µ¡

[º·9]

= o

Mean vectors :

µ, = [~]

B2

= 0.10125

B2

= O.. 091692
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Experiment 2 (cont.)
Table 4.1.2. Discriminant weights and error rate under LDF and DLD rules ..

Weight for the first variable
Weight for the second variable
Disco coefficient
APER
Cross validation error rate

LDF
1.00909
-0.13517
0.65537
0.33
0.33

Disco criterion
0.76430
0.00000
0.654349
0.32
0.35

Experiment 3: Bayes error= 0.1314, then percent of overlap is 26.37 %.
1.26 ]

µ,

= [ -1.26

Mean vectors:

µ, = [~]
B 2 = 3.1752

13 2 = 3.3945
Table 4. 1.3. Discriminant weights and error rate under LDF and DLD rules ..

Weight for the first variable
Weight for the second variable
Disco coefficient
APER
Cross validation error rate

LDF
-0.74824
0.77118
0.94055
0.22
0.22

Disco criterion
100.032245
-11.52536
1.00000
0.18
0.60
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Experiment 4: 8ayes error= 0.2794, then percent of overlap is 55.88 %.

µ¡

Mean vectors :

µ,
82

:s

2

= [ 1.26]
-0.9

~ [~]

= 0.2997
= 0.314131

Table 4.1.4. Discriminant weights and error rate under LDF and DLD rules ..

Weight for the first variable
Weight for the second variable
Disco coefficient
APER
Cross validation error rate

LDF
0.83843
-0.66877
0.899188
0.21
0.23

Disco criterion
1.08373
-0.15491
1.00000
0.20
0.39

Experiment 5: 8ayes error= 0.5, then percent of overlap is 100%
80th bivariate densities correspond to the standard normal case.
82

= O.O

:s

= 0.036192

2

Table 4 .1. 5. Discriminant weights and error rate under LDF and DLD rules ..

Weight for the first variable
Weight for the second variable
Disco coefficient
APER
Cross validation error rate

LDF
0.91252
-0.40946
0.04051
0.48
0.52

Disco criterion
0.43254
0.90162
1.00000
0.54
0.50
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It is interesting to note that the APER value for the DLD rule is considerably
greater in the first experiment, which corresponds to the smallest Bayes error. In this
case, the disco criterion selects variable weights with opposite signs, which lead to
similar values of the two centroids, and, consequently decreases the discriminant
power of the rule. For the other three cases, the APER's are very similar for the two
rules, and very close to the true Bayes error. Comparing the Disco Linear Discriminant
(DLD) and the Normal-based Linear Discriminant (LDF) Functions with respect to
their classificatory ability, the LDF is always better. This result was expected because
LDF is the Bayes rule. However, the most important issue for this work is not the
allocation ability of the rule, but the quality of the disco coefficient in measuring true
overlap. As observed from the tables, when the disco criterion is used to construct the
linear discriminant function, the optimum value of one for the coefficient is always
obtained, even in the fifth experiment where true densities fully overlap. This is an
undesirable situation, since the coefficient values are expected to be directly related to
overlap percent. The results indicate no ability of the disco coefficient in measuring
true overlap when the discriminant rule is generated under this criterion. However, the
disco coefficient computed from the discriminant seores generated by the LDF rule,
varíes as expected, being greater and closer to one as overlap decreases.
The results indicate that the corresponding error rates of both discriminant
rules are better estimates of true overlap. For the DLD rule, the associated error rate
always overestimates true overlap, with particularly faulty results for Experiment 3,
where the two individual means have opposite signs. For the LDF rule, the leave-oneout estímate of the error rate is always close to the true overlap, with a correlation
coefficient of 0.8531, significant at 5% despite the small number of data pairs.
Moreover, the corresponding regression line, shows a one-to-one relation between
true and estimated overlap. The major difference between true and estimated overlap
under the LDF approach also occurs for the third experiment ( 17. 72 % ), and the
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second largest difference corresponds to Experiment 4. In both cases, individual means
have different signs. This suggests, in general, less reliable overlap estimates if not ali
individual means for one group differ in the same direction with respect to the other
group mean vector.
There is an important detriment of the ability of the DLD rule in the third
experiment, even when overlap is moderate. The opposite directions of the means in
the second distribution lead to close centroids and poor discrimination. The situation
leads to a high error rate, which in turn provides a wrong estímate of the true overlap.
In an attempt to correct this situation, a constant is added to both mean vectors and
the experiment is repeated, but disco coefficient is invariant to translations because
numerator and denominator of the quotient involve differences and adding a constant
to both components in the difference always gives the same result. Adding a constant
to only the second vector is not reasonable, because it implies a greater separability of
the two groups, and a better performance will always occur as separability increases.
This is verified by adding the constant 2.0 to both means in the second vector mean.
For these two new groups, true overlap is only 9. 78%. The DLD performance
improves, giving an average conditional error rate of 9%. The derived conclusion is
the following:
"Disco criterion leads to very poor results in those cases when vector
means are different, but individual means are in opposite directions."

The bootstrap procedure also permits to establish conclusions about the quality
of the variable weights defined by the DLD rule. This is important when the main
objective is to identify the variables that lead to the maximum separability between
groups. In the context of competitive market structure, these variables represent the
brand unique attributes, and the opportunity for differentiation. In table 4.2, the mean
and coefficient of variation of the variable weights are reported. The coefficient of
variation (CV) is given in parenthesis below the mean. The descriptive statistics are
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cornputed frorn the fifty bootstrap sarnples generated to estirnate the error rate of the
DLD rule. In general, high variability for the discrirninant variable weights is observed,
with particularly high CV's for the first experirnent. For this experirnent, the DLD rule
always selected variable weights with different signs (+,-), and for sorne bootstrap
sarnples the weights even reverse their sign.
When no initial values were provided during the optirnization stage, irnportant
changes in the rnagnitude of the coefficients were observed (around 20%), but no
changes in signs were registered except for experirnent 1. In all cases the optirnization
routine was able to define weights so the disco coefficient reaches its rnaxirnurn value,
narnely one.
In the case of experirnent 2, due to the srnall difference in the two vector
rneans, the optirnization routine failed for sorne of the required 50 bootstrap sarnples.
Two sets of initial points were used. The first set corresponding to the weights and
Disco values defined by the LDF rule, and the second one corresponding to the values
found in the original sarnple. As expected, this second set provided better results.
Thirty eight of the 50 sarnples provided discrirninant rules. The data in table 4.2. for
this experirnent surnrnarizes the results for the second set of initial values.

Table 4.2. Bootstrap estirnates ofvariable weights ofthe DLD rule.

Experirnent 1
Experirnent 2
Experirnent 3
Experirnent 4
Experirnent 5

First discrirninant
weight
-0.50
(322.00 %)
0.60
(51.67 %)
-0.61
(9.84 %)
0.73
(8.22 %)
0.21
(l 17.54 %)

Second discrirninant
weight
1.78
(119.67 %)
-0.23
(43.48 %)
0.08
(50.00 %)
-0.11
(45.45 %)
0.58
(55.45 %)
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4.4. Disco Coefficient Peñormance under the Bidimensional Normal
Heteroscedastic Model: A Simulation Approach.

Since the disco condition is related only to a means difference, it is expected
that the performance of the DLD rule will deteriorate if a variance matrices difference
also exists between the groups under consideration. But linear rules derived under a
mathematical programming approach have provide good results when used for
heteroscedastic models (Joachmisthaler and Stam, 1988). Therefore, another set of
experiments is conducted to evaluate the DLD performance for the heteroscedastic
case. Two bidimensional normal densities are u sed, one of them is the standard normal
density, and the other one a normal density with a diagonal matrix. As mentioned at
section 4.3, this form of the covariance matrix does not imply loss of generality. The
individual standard deviations for the second model are selected as 2 units in order to
keep the same variance ratio (4 units) as in the set of univariate experiments described
in chapter 2. For the second distribution, the optimal discriminant rule is the quadratic
discriminant function (QDF), and the Bhattacharyya distance is the relevant measure
for separability between groups. The variance difference contribution to this distance is
the same for ali the experiments, and it is equal to 0.223144.
The same procedure used for the homoscedastic model is followed. Bayes
error and true percent of overlap are not computed in this case, because computation
requires the integration of the characteristic function of the error (Fukunaga, 1990).
Instead of true error rate, two unconditional error rate estimates are provided:
1) The holdout error rate estimator, computed by generating a new random sample of
the same size and characteristics, and
2) The cross-validation error rate estimator. The estimator is based on the leave-oneout method (computations are done by using XV AL procedure in MINIT AB) in the
case of the QDF rule and it is based on the bootstrap approach for the DLD rule.
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As discussed in section 3.2, both procedures provide reliable measures for true
error and consequently, for overlap. As in the first simulation, APER, true and
estimated Bhattacharyya distance are also reported. In this case the standardized
discriminant seores provided by the QDF rule are computed by using as weighing
coefficients the standardized canonical discriminant function coefficients. Disco
coefficient for QDF rule is computed from these seores, while for the DLD rule, it is
directly provided from the program that implements the rule. Ali disco values under
DLD rule are again equal to one.
For this set of experiments, the larger number of misclassifications will occur in
the group with the greatest variance. Under a competitive market structure
perspective, this implies that if one of two brands has higher variability in respect to a
set of characteristics, then more switching for individuals in this group-brand 1s
expected as a consequence of the uncertainty about the true attributes of the brand.
The results of this set of experiments are reported in the series of tables 4 .4. In
the tables, the standardized canonical discriminant coefficients are reported in the row
labeled "discriminant weights," with reference to the quadratic normal discriminant
rule. At the rows under the names apparent, holdout and leave-one-out error rates, the
total error rate ofthe two groups is reported, i.e. the total number of misclassifications
over total number of cases. In this case, the overlap estímate corresponds to the sum
of the two individual error rates, since a larger error occurs for the group with the
diagonal covariance matrix, then the overlap estímate is different from two times the
total error rate, as it was the case of the homoscedastic model.
The apparent and holdout error rates provide a lower bound for the true error
rate, while the total cross-validation error rate provides the most reliable estímate for
true overlap. Once again, for the DLD rule, this error rate estímate is computed under
the bootstrap approach.
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Experiment 1: Large magnitude difference between vector means; no variable
correlation; individual variance ratio 4.

B 2 = 1.035394,

82 = 0.902140,

with estimated overlap = 22%

Table 4.3.1. Discriminant weights and error rate under QDF and DLD rules.
QDF
Weight for the first variable
Weight for the second variable
Disco coefficient
APER
Holdout error rate
Cross-validation error rate

0.746530
0.708692
0.971704
0.08
0.12
0.08

DLD
0.415279
0.909694
1.000000
0.10
0.09
0.22

Experiment 2: Small magnitude difference between vector means; no variable
correlation; individual variance ratio 4.

B 2 = 0.263644,

82 = 0.291314, with estimated overlap = 46%

Table 4.3.2. Discriminant weights and error rate under QDF and DLD rules.

Weight for the first variable
Weight for the second variable
Disco coefficient
APER
Holdout error rate
Cross-validation error rate

QDF
0.967843
-0.202922
0.369070
0.22
0.22
0.24

DLD
0.844111
-0.536169
1.000000
0.44
0.41
0.52
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Experiment 3: Large magnitude difference between vector means and difference in
signs (equal individual means but with opposite sign); no variable correlation;
individual variance ratio 4.

B 2 = 0.381904,

82

= 0.398802, with estimated overlap

= 44%

Table 4.3.3. Discriminant weights and error rate under QDF and DLD rules.

Weight for the first variable
Weight for the second variable
Disco coefficient
APER
Holdout error rate
Cross-validation error rate

QDF
-0.591181
0.773957
-0.750813
0.23
0.21
0.19

DLD
-0.844116
0.536169
1.00000
0.72
0.70
0.52

Again the results of the third experiment are rather unusual. The disco
coefficient computed from the generalized squared distances has a negative value. The
result is associated with the selection of individual means with the same magnitude but
opposite signs for the second distribution. When the centroids are computed, they
have the same magnitude but the second one has a negative sign. When the disco
coefficient is computed, it is assumed that the smallest mean is subtracted from the
largest one, but in this case the transformation induced by the discriminant function
reverses means order. This supports the result given before in the sense that disco
criterion is inappropriate when not ali the individual means of one group vector are
greater than the individual means of the other one.
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Experiment 4: Small magnitude difference between vector means and difference in

signs; no variable correlation; individual variance ratio 4.

B2 = 0.343024,

82 = 0.363215,

with estimated overlap = 48%

Table 4.3.4. Discriminant weights and error rate under QDF and DLD rules.
QDF
Weight for the first variable
Weight for the second variable
Disco coefficient
APER
Holdout error rate
Total cross validation error rate

0.70393
-0.67177
0.67024
0.23
0.22
0.22

DLD
0.947843
-0.318737
1.00
0.38
0.37
0.56

Experiment 5: No difference between vector means; no variable correlation;

individual variance ratio 4.

B 2 = 0.223144,

82 = 0.268739,

estimated true overlap = 42 %

Table 4.3.5 Discriminant weights and error rate under QDF and DLD rules.
QDF
Weight for the first variable
Weight for the second variable
Disco coefficient
APER
Holdout error rate
Total cross validation error rate

O.746531
0.708699
0.12382
0.21
0.21
0.21

DLD
0.711256
-0.702933
1.00
0.53
0.50
0.57
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As with the first set of experiments, the total overlap is overestimated when the
DLD is used as the underlying discriminant rule for the heteroscedastic model. These
bad estimates are explained in terms of the mode that disco coefficient is defined.
Disco criterion only considers the difference between means, disregarding the variance
difference which is very important for the heteroscedastic model. As mentioned
before, the variance difference contributes to the values of the true Bhattacharyya
distance in 0.223144, which is dominant in experiments 2 and 5. Only in experiment 1,
the estimated overlap under DLD and QDF is similar. This better performance of the
disco criterion is due to the fact that separability of the two groups is mainly related to
a mean difference for this experiment.
As a confirmatory experiment in relation to the performance of the disco
coefficient under a variance matrices difference, another experiment is run. Two
bidimensional densities are considered: one with zero mean and an identity covariance
matrix, and the other one with zero mean vector but with a diagonal covariance
matrix. The individual variances were set equal to 9. In this experiment the separability
between groups is only related to the variance difference. The overlap estimate when
the QDF is applied is 34%. Even when the means are equal, the density concentration
around the mean allows for group separability. When the DLD rule is applied, the
associated error estimate is 0.54. Therefore, a 100% overlap would be declared under
this criterion. Again, the disco condition fails to estimate true overlap when the
variance difference is dominant.
To study the sample to sample variability of the variable weights assigned by
the DLD rule, table 4.4 is constructed. The table summarizes the results of the
estimation of the DLD rule for the fifty bootstrap samples used to construct the
bootstrap error rate estimate. The values in parenthesis are the coefficients of variation
which reflect the high variability of the weight estimates, being the largest for the first
experiment.
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Table 4.4. Bootstrap estimates ofthe variable weights of the DLD rule.
First discriminant weight
Experiment 1
Experiment 2
Experiment 3
Experiment 4
Experiment 5

-0.98
(1640.82 %)
0.75
(66.67 %)
-0.54
(12.96 %)
0.63
(12.70 %)
0.65
(13.85 %)

Second discriminant
weight
1.75
(94.11 %)
-0.52
(65.38 %)
0.17
(41.18 %)
-0.23
(43.48 %)
-0.63
(17.46 %)

Continuing with the evaluation of the DLD approach in measunng true
overlap, the next step is to verify if there is a one-to-one relation between error rate the final measure of overlap- and disco values. Since disco is constant and equal one
when the DLD rule is used, the relation is estimated by using the disco coefficient
based on the discriminant seores of the LDF/QDF rules. Along with this particular
correlation, the simple correlation coefficients between the following variables are also
computed: the overlap estimates under the DLD and both Fisher's discriminant rules linear (LDF) and quadratic (QDF) -, the true and estimated Bhattacharyya distances,
and the disco values based on the discriminant seores. The correlation matrix is given
below:
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Table 5. Correlation matrix for overlap measures
Overlap

Overlap

(DLD)

(LFD / QFD)

Disco values Estimated
B-distance

True
B-distance

1.0000
0.5430 *

1.0000

-0.6840 *

-0.4385 º

-0.6217*

-0.9425

-0.6657 *

-0.9191

**
**

1.0000
0.5392 *

1.0000

0.5662 *

0.9957 **

1.0000

(º) Significant at 10%, (*) significant at 5%, (* *) significant at 1%.

Ali the correlation coefficient values are in the right direction and they are
significant, at least, at 10%. The highest correlation values (significant at 1%)
correspond to the Bhattacharyya distances (true and estimated), and to the overlap
estimates derived from the Bayes optima) discriminant rules, namely the error rates of
LDF or QDF.

While moderate but significant correlation coefficients are reported

between the overlap estimates derived under the DLD rule and the corresponding
Bhattacharyya distance. These moderate correlations are a consequence of the poorer
performance of the DLD rule, the error rate does measure true overlap but also
reflects the low discriminant ability of the DLD rule. The disco values are consistently
smaller when overlap increases, but the corresponding correlation coefficient between
LFD/QFD overlap estímate and disco coefficient is significant only at 10%. Moderate
(significant at 5%) and positive correlations are also found between disco values and
the Bhattacharyya distance. Therefore, even though disco values and DLD overlap
estimates are able to measure true overlap, LFD/QFD estimates and Bhattacharyya
distance are superior. Since the underlying true densities are normal, these last two
measures are the best. But it is important to remember that LFD and QFD rules are
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robust to the normality assumption (Chapter 3), and therefore similar results as in this
case are expected for other distributions, in particular members of the elliptic family.
As a second part of the analysis of the simulation data, the effects of the mean
and variance differences on the disco values and the DLD estimated error -directly
related to overlap- are studied. By this time, there is only one replication of the 5x2
experiment. Since worse estimates are declared for the heteroscedastic case, despite of
the mean difference, it was desirable to test for interaction. Therefore, a pure error
estimate is constructed by generating a second sample for each of the 1O experiments.
Under these circumstances, the error term will measure only the variability of the disco
values and overlap estimates due to sampling.
Table 4.6 reports the ANOV A results when disco coefficient is used as
response. Remember that the disco values are computed from the standardized
discriminant of the LDF/QDF rules because under the DLD rule, the maximum value
of one for the disco coefficient is always reached, making disco values unuseful to
perform comparisons.

Table 4.6. ANOV A for disco
Source of variation

df

MS

SS

F

Significance of F

Mean difference

4

1.432

0.358

37.64

0.000

Variance difference

1

0.049

0.049

5.18

0.046

Interaction

4

0.064

0.016

1.675

0.231

Error

10

0.095

0.010

Total

19

From the preceding ANOVA results,

it is concluded that both mean and

variance differences affect the disco coefficient values. As the separability between
group means increases, the disco values increase accordingly. In experiment 1, the
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disco average is 0.99 indicating low overlap, while for the fifth experiment, the disco
average is only 0.20. As confirmed by the correlation measures previously reported, ali
the values provide proper information about true overlap since they are computed
from the discriminant seores under optima! rules.
No interaction between mean and variance differences is declared, meamng
that the behavior of the disco values under the mean difference is the same for the
homoscedastic and heteroscedastic models. Given the high variability of the disco
values observed in the univariate tests at Chapter 2, it is desirable to test for equal
disco variance at the five mean conditions. The Bartlett test was applied, obtaining a
non-significant F-value of 0.123, this allows to conclude that the disco values have
the same variability under sampling despite the mean difference.
Table 4. 7 shows the ANOV A results of the estimated error associated to the
DLD rule. Estimated overlap is directly related to the total error rate used as response.

Table 4.7. ANOVA for estimated error (overlap) under disco approach (D-overlap)
Source of variation

df

SS

MS

F

Significance of
F

Mean difference

4

0.262

0.065

28.57

0.000

Variance difference

1

0.016

0.016

6.85

0.026

Interaction

4

0.050

0.013

5.51

0.013

Error

10

0.023

0.002

Total

19

The two mam effects are significant. The conclusions is that the overlap
estimate derived from the DLD rule, depends on the mean and variance difference.
The mean difference has a very significant effect on the DLD error values: as the
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separation between mean vectors increases, the DLD error values decrease indicating
a lower overlap percent, except in the case where individual means have different
direction. Despite the right covariation between densities overlap and overlap
estimates constructed under the disco criterion, these last ones were always upward
biased. The DLD error and overlap estimates, are higher in average when there is also
a group variance difference. The disco criterion performs better for the homoscedastic
case. The interaction is significant only at the 13% significance level. Figure 8.1 shows
the corresponding interaction graphs, the upper line corresponding to unequal
covanance matrices. The interpretation of the graph is as follows: when group
covanance matrices are different, the disco approach provides similar overlap
estimates, despite the magnitude of the means difference. Only when the means
difference is very high (experiment 1), the disco error decreases accordingly. For equal
covariance matrices,

DLD overlap estímate reflects true overlap, except when

individual variable means are in opposite directions (experiment 3).

0.7
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e
e
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o
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5

Difference between means, as number of experiment

Figure 4.1. Interaction between mean and covariance matrices difference.
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4.5. Disco Coefficient Performance for DifTerent Sample Sizes.

The third step in the evaluation of the disco coefficient as overlap measure
requires to study the effect of different sample sizes on the quality of the measure.
From the results on sections 4.3 and 4.4, it is already known that disco performance is
poor if individual means are in opposite directions and/or group separability is mainly
due to a variance difference. What is important now is to establish if sample size has
an important effect for those cases where group separability is mainly dueto a means
difference because DLD rule has a reasonable performance under that condition when
sample size is large (100 data in total). Therefore, simulations are run only for
homoscedastic models under experimental conditions 1 and 2 in order to study the
sample size effect.
The resulting experiment is a 2x3 factorial. The factors and levels are the following:

A: overlap related to a mean difference. The factor has the next two levels
Al= low overlap, 4.5%
A2 = high overlap, 65.28%

B : sample size. The factor has the next three levels
B 1 = small sample size, equal group sample sizes of 25 each.
B2 = medium sample size, equal group sample sizes of 50 each.
B3 = Iarge sample size, equal group sample sizes of 100 each.

There are four response variables: estimated overlap under the LDF approach
(OverlapF), disco values based on the LDF discriminant seores (DiscoF), estimated
Bhattacharyya distance ( B), and error rate associated to the DLD approach (

e

0 ).

As
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with the previous sets of experiments, the disco values derived under the DLD rule
were unuseful and always equal to one.
In this experiment, no interaction is suspected, therefore only a replicate of the
experiment is performed. Table 4.8 reports the four responses of the experiment. The
true percent of overlap and the Bhattacharyya distance are given below the mean
difference in the first column of table 4.8. The only case for which the error estimate
under LDF does not reflect true overlap is for the condition: high overlap and small
sample size. Also disco values based on discriminant rules derived from LDF, provide
good measures independently of sample size. Under the DLD rule,

the associated

error rate consistently overestimates overlap. Values in the table are the total error
rate, if above 0.5 it implies a random assignment to the two groups and therefore
complete overlap and substitutability.

Table 4. 7. Observed response to test for sample size and overlap percent.

µl - µ 2

[285]
= 2.85

Overlap = 4.5%
B-distance = 2.030625

µl - µ2 =

[º9]
0

Overlap = 65.28%
B-distance = O.1 O1250

n = 25

n = 50

n= 100

Overlap F = 4 %

Overlap F = 6 %

Overlap F =5%

Disco F = 0.9998

Disco F =0.9991

Disco F= 0.9994

B = 2.168237

B = 1.65835

B = 2.052538

eD = 0.35

eD = 0.25

eD =0.28

Overlap F = 48%

Overlap F = 66%

Overlap F = 66%

Disco F= 0.6139

Disco F= 0.6554

Disco F= 0.6632

B =0.086542

B = 0.091692

B = 0.100716

eD=0.5

eD=0.35

eD =0.64

A
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Analysis of variance is conducted only for the two most relevant responses for
this work, namely, error rate under DLD and disco values from LDF. The analysis
results are reported in tables 4.8 and 4.9.

Table 4.8. ANOVA for estimated error (overlap) under disco approach.
Source of variation

df

SS

F

MS

Significance of
F

Mean difference

1

0.086

0.086

4.3

0.27

Sample size

2

0.045

0.022

1.1

0.52

Error

2

0.040

0.020

(Pooled error)

4

0.085

0.0213

Total

5

0.171

Table 4.9. ANOVA for disco values computed from discriminant seores.
Source of variation

df

SS

MS

F

Significance of
F

Mean difference

1

0.189

0.189

378

0.00

Sample size

2

0.001

0.0005

1.00

O.SO

Error

2

0.001

0.0005

Total

5

0.191

Respect to different sample sizes, no differences in the error estimates and
disco values are declared. The disco values computed from the discriminant seores are
significantly different for the two levels of overlap, but the difference in the error
estimates when the disco criterion is used is not significant. There are only two
degrees of freedom available for error, this could result in a high Type II error rate of
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the test. Thus, it was decided to pool the sample size effect since it was nonsignificant. This provides an error estimate based on 4 df. Given that higher error rates
are expected for the high overlap condition, a one-sided test is suggested. The
corresponding t-statistic is computed, and it is significant at the

a

= 7% level.

Therefore, a statistically significant increment is declared for the DLD, but it 1s
recognized that the poor quality of the DLD rule leads to inflated overlap estimates.

4.6. Optimality of the Disco Solution: A Mathematical Programming Approach.

As have been mentioned in the three previous sections, for all the simulation
experiments, the numerical solution for the DLD problem always provided a value of
1. O for the bidimensional disco coefficient, making the disco values unuseful as overlap
measure. In on attempt to avoid this undesirable result, a new constraint is added to
the NLP problem formulated in (4): the squared variable weights (w 1 and w2) are
restricted to lie within the unit circle. The revised NLP problem is given in expression

(5)

Maxz

s. t.
u- vz = o

(5)

O:-::; z :-::; 1
O:-::; w~ +w; :-: ; 1

The solution for the problem in (5) is implemented by revising the previous
FORTRAN program which incorporates the NAG routines. Solutions for the original
simulated data from experiments 1 and 2 (homoscedastic case), are generated under
this revised formulation. For both cases, the solution provides again the maximum
value of 1 for the disco coefficient, and is even more sensible to initial values than
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formulation (4), in the sense that for a larger number of initial points, tolerances are
not satisfied. Again, bootstrap samples are generated in order to evaluate error rates
and sampling performance. For experiment 1, the NAG routine fails to satisfy
tolerances in 18% ofthe bootstrap samples (attained disco values were 1.0) even when
the initial points used for this part are the values reported in the previous optimization
stage. Other initial points were tested -for example standardized weights under LDF-,
but it was not possible to get proper solutions for ali the 50 bootstrap samples.
Respect to experiment 2, for the 50 bootstrap samples there is a satisfactory solution,
with ali disco values equal to 1.0. The results for this revised NLP problem are given
in table 4.12. These results are based on ali bootstrap samples where a solution is
found, even when tolerances are not satisfied. The numbers in parenthesis are the
corresponding coefficients of variation.

Table 4.12. Bootstrap estimates and conditional error rates for revised disco problem.
Experiment

-

W¡

-

W2

APER

Estimated
error rate

Number 1

Number 2

-0.17

0.82

(258.82 %)

(41.46 %)

0.99

-0.12

(1.01 %)

(41.67 %)

0.02

0.22

0.21

0.41

Less variability in the individual variable weights is observed for this revised
problem: for the first experiment, the coefficient of variation dropped from 322 % to
258 % for the first weight; and from 119.66 % to 41.46 % for the second weight.
Respect to the second experiment, the reduction in variability is in average 25%. This
reduction in variability can be explained in terms of the restriction imposed on the
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weights values. Even when more stable variable weights are generated under this
revised NLP, unfortunately the new formulation of the problem failed to generate
useful disco values. The estimated error rates are similar to the ones obtained under
the first NLP formulation: 25 % vs. 22 % for the first experiment, and 3 7 % vs. 41 %
for the second, leading to similar estimates for the true underlying overlap.
Given the undesirable situation of ali simulation experiments where disco
values equal to 1.0,

it was decide to investigate the optimality of the generated

solutions under a mathematical programming approach. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) (Bazaraa et al., 1993) necessary conditions for optimality were applied: if a
point is optima!, it must satisfy the conditions.

The original NLP problem is written as follows:

Max f(z, w 1 , w 2 )
s. t.

=z

(c 1 w¡ + c2 w; + c12 w1 w 2 ) - z{k1 w¡ + k 2 w; + k 12 w1 w2 ) = O
-z 5, o
z -1

5,

(6)

o.

The decision variables w 1, w 2 are the discriminant weights for the individual
variables and form the vector of observed item (brand) characteristics. The disco
coefficient is represented by z. The coefficients for the decision variables correspond
to the following functions of the data:

iEA jEB

(7)

c12

= (X 1A -

X 18 )¿ ¿(X2 ;
iEA jEB

-

X 21 ) +(X2A

-

X 28 )¿ ¿(X1;
iEA jEB

-

X 11 )
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= (X/A - XIB)¿ IIX¡¡ - X/ji
jEB
k 2 =(X24 -X28 )¿¿1X2; -X2jl
k¡

iEA

iEA jEB

k 12

=(X1A-XIBJIIIX2 -x2jl+(X24 -X28 JIIIX¡¡ -x1jl
jEB
jEB
¡

iEA

iEA

Defining Lagrange multipliers for each of the three problem restrictions, the
Lagrangian becomes:

L(z,w 1 ,w2 ,A 1 ,A 2 ,A 3 )=-z+,1,if(c1 w; +c2 wj +c12 w 1 w2 )

(8)

-z(k 1 w; +k2 w; +k 12 w 1w 2 )}+A 2 (-z)+A 3 (z-J)

for (zº, w;, w;) to be an optima) solution to the problem, it must satisfy the KKT
conditions, defining the vector w = (w 1,w2) those conditions are:

a) V,.w L(z*,w*,2*) = O
b) (z ·,

w;, w;) is a feasible solution for problem (6)

c) X2 ,X3 ~0
d) A~

·Z

*= O,

x3 (z*-1) = o

In order to check if the z= 1 solution is a KKT point - and even an optima)
solution to the NLP problem-, one needs to consider the possible values for z, and
what will be the corresponding values for the Lagrange such that KKT conditions are
satisfied. For simplicity in notation, the specific z, w's and 2's which satisfy KKT
conditions will not be distinguished from ordinary values, and therefore the symbol (*)
is omitted in the discussion.

1) If z = O, then there is no separability between groups related to a means difference,
and the disco approach should not be applied. Moreover, no linear discriminant
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function will be appropriated to separate densities, overlap needs to be estimated by
using a quadratic or piecewise discriminant rule. But this situation can be previously
identified by comparing the vector means via a MANO V A, and also by computation of
the Bhattacharyya distance.

2) z<O is an unfeasible solution, therefore this case is no further studied.

3) For z>O, then A.-i

= O, and there are two cases to be considered.

3 .1) If z-1 <O, then

Á.3

must be zero to satisfy condition (d). In this case, the equations

given in (a) become the following

A1 (2c 1w 1 +c 12 w 2 -2k1zw 1 -k12 w 2 z)=0
l¡(2c 2 w 2 +c 12 w 1 -2k2 zw 2 -k12 w 1z) = O

w: +k w; +k

-l-l¡(k1

2

12

(9)

w1w2) = O

From the third equation in (9),

Á.1

cannot be zero - in that case the disco

coefficient will become undefined - therefore A1 must be different from zero in order to
have a KK.T point.
For A-1 different from zero, eliminate it from equations 1 and 2 in system (9)
above, and solve for z, the solution for the resulting quadratic equation is the
following:

The square root of the above expression was always greater than zero for ali the
simulation experiments considered in previous sections. By taking the first two
equations in system (9), and substituting the solution for z given by (10), a
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homogenous linear system of equations in w 1,w2, is obtained. The determinant of this
linear system is greater than zero for ali the simulation experiments under
consideration, therefore the system has a unique solution, but this was the trivial
solution, i.e.

W1

=0,w 2=0, which is unacceptable.

3.2) If z -1 = O - the kind of solution obtained for ali the simulation experiments- then
the set of equations in (a) becomes the following system:

A 1 (2c 1w 1 +c 12 w 2 -2k1w 1 -k12 wiJ
A 1 (2 e 2 w 2 + e 12 w 1 - 2k 2 w 2
-1-1¡{k 1w} + k 2

w; + k

12

-

k 12 w 1)

=O
=O

(11)

w 1wi} + 1 3 = O

Consider now the possible values for 1 1,

If A1 = O then A3 = 1, and then the solution vector of Lagrange multipliers
(0,0,1) does satisfy conditions c) and d). Given that 1 3 = 1, the third restriction is
active and therefore z must be equal to 1.
Substitution of z = 1 in the first restriction given in (6), gives an equation in
two unknowns (w 1 , w2

),

and then according to the implicit theorem, one can always

solve for one variable in terms of the other, and the problem has multiple solutions.
This implies that one can always find w 1 and w 2 such that numerator (u) and
denominator ( v) of the disco coefficient be equal, therefore the solutions generated by
the NAG routines are KKT points. Unfortunately, these points -even if they be
optimal- are unuseful, because the development of the DLD rule was not with
classification purposes, but to provide an overlap measure vía the disco values. If the
disco coefficient does not change its value, there is no way to establish the extent of
overlap by using it.
Finally, consider the case of 1 1 different from zero. If 1 1

-:;:.

O, then in order to

satisfy equations 1 and 2 from system (11 ), the next conditions should be satisfied:
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c1 = k1
Cz
C12

= k2
=

(12)

k12

But if conditions in (1 O) are true, then the disco condition is fully satisfied, i.e. for each
variable x; (i = 1,2) defined for groups a and b,

min(X;a) > max(X¡b)

in this case, the individual variable differences are always positive (c's coefficients),
and equal to its corresponding absolute values (k's coefficients). Then one can solve
for A-1 from the third equation in system (1 O)

=

A
i

k1w12

1 + A-3
+kzw; +k12w1w2

(13)

A-1 will be well defined provided the denominator in (13) is different from zero. In this
case, the disco coefficient will be well defined and equal to one as a result of complete
group separability.

It is important to consider those cases where the denominator in (13) is zero,
and then A-1 and z are undefined. There are three of such cases:
i) Ali the data points are equal for both groups, and therefore there is no separability,
ii) Group vector means are equal, and therefore a linear discriminant function is
inappropriate. And finally,
iii) Group vector means are unequal, but the individual mean differences are m
opposite directions. In this case the expected values for the k' s will be the following
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E(k1)

=- E(k2 )

E(k12 )=0

(14)

Under sampling, the denominator in (13) will be near to zero leading to abad
behavior for the disco coefficient. Experiment 3 is an example of this last case, for that
experiment, the next relation between individual means holds

(15)

this explains why so bad results (very high error rates) were obtained during the
simulation stage under condition (15).
Finally, if conditions in (12) are not satisfied - this means that groups are not
fully separated- 2 1 must be equal to zero to satisfy the first two equations in system
(11 ), and then from equation 3, 23 = l. This corresponds to the case discussed before,
where KKT conditions are satisfied, but solution is unuseful.
From the previous discussion it is concluded that the solution to the NLP
problem formulated in (6) will always led to a disco coefficient equal one, because of
one of the next two reasons:
1. there is complete group separability (disco conditions are fully satisfied), or
2. the numerical routines will generate as solution a KKT point where one of the
discriminant weights is a function of the other.

Since 23 = 1, the third restriction for the NLP problem (6) has been determined
to be active, then it was interesting to explore the unrestricted problem. For the set of
experiments in series one (homoscedastic models ), the unrestricted problem provides
the solutions given in Table 4.13, with the experiments numbered in the same order as
in section 4.3. For experiment number 5 where the two mean vectors are equal, al! the
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weights values assigned to the disco function during the bootstrap stage were used as
initial points, but in ali cases an unfeasible solution was generated.

Table 4. 13. Unrestricted discriminant weights and disco values.
Number of

W1

W2

disco coefficient

APER

Experiment

error rate

1

-0.8261

2

14543.2877

-17276.6744

3

870.2237

4

7.2524

5

Holdout

0.8367 29,692,505.3591

0.50

0.50

134,532.5878

0.41

0.32

-884.2139

476,797.3728

0.20

0.21

-8.3728

314,433.0567

0.24

0.22

unfeasible solutions for ali initial points used

The problem with the unrestricted formulation is that the disco values are no
longer an index, and therefore brand substitutability or percent of overlap can not be
easily assessed, even though is important to note that disco values increase when
overlap decreases. The apparent and holdout error rates are also reported, these error
rates are better than those from the restricted case, except for experiment 1,
surprisingly the one with largest overlap. For experiments 2 and 4, the differences with
respect to the restricted case is within 5%. The results from experiment 3 are
interesting because DLD rule improved performance, leading to an overlap estímate
very close to the actual value (44%). This allows to conclude that opposite signs for
the individual means are not a problem when disco values are unrestricted.
Given the faulty disco values obtained when DLD rule is constructed, it is
established that the proper estímate for overlap is the error rate associated to the rule,
instead of the disco coefficient. But under this situation, it will be easier to implement
one of the very well known discriminant rules, such as Fisher' s rule or normal
quadratic. The selection of a good rule in the most critica! point to assure a good
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overlap estimator. The disco coefficient computed from the discriminant seores of a
the selected rule, can be used as overlap measure because its values are related to the
true error rate or overlap percent in the reduced discriminant space.
In summary, the relation u<v (see expression (2) for definition of these
variables) which holds for the univariate case and naturally restricts disco values to lie
in the interval between O and 1, does not hold for the linear discriminant seores
resulting when the bivariate vectors are projected to the disco one-dimensional space.
Therefore the resulting quotient can take very large values. Another identified problem
with the bivariate disco coefficient is its sensibility to initial points. The individual
weights are not the main interest for this work, but if the main objective is to define
which are the unique brand characteristics by comparison of severa! pairs of brand
attributes, then the high weights variability will derive in misleading conclusions.
The basic explanation for the faulty disco behavior could be given in terms of
the incompleteness of the disco coefficient as separability measure. The disco
condition only takes in account the group separability related to the mean, no
information about the variance is considered, while ali the reported statistical measures
given in Chapter 3 take in account the data variability.
Given the evidence of the simulation experiments and the conclusions provided
by the analysis of the KKT conditions, the procedure suggested at the beginning of the
chapter is revised in the following way:
1. Register and standardize the available data.
2. Determine the main source of brand separability. This calls for computation of a
convenient separability measure such as the Bhattacharyya distance along with

MANOVA and Hawkins' test for Normality and Homoscedasticity.
Construct a linear discriminant rule. The selection of the rule should be done in
terms of the characteristics of the data. The quality of the final overlap measure
is dependent on the quality of the selected rule. The use of a linear discriminant
rule has as principal advantage the reduction of the multivariate data to a
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unidimensional space, but it will result in an important information loss for the
following cases: i) the main source of separability is related to a covariance
matrices difference ii) there are severa! groups, and the centroids are not
collinear, iii) the underlying conditional group distributions are severely skewed.
3. Use the disco coefficient computed from the discriminant seores as the final
surrogate measure of overlap. The disco coefficient provides the desired
substitutability index between brands. If the coefficient is el ose to 1 there is low
overlap between two brands with respect to the consumer' s evaluation of their
attributes. As a consequence, low switching between brands is expected,
provided the attributes under consideration are appreciated by the consumers.
The basic features of the procedure are the reduction of dimensionality via the
use of Discriminant Analysis and the substitution of the error rate estimate by disco
coefficient. In this way, the full specification of the group densities and the integration
of their common multidimensional region is avoided, with disco coefficient being an
alternative separability measure.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Under a market structure perspective, there are overlapping segments, brands
compete within a segment to the extent they are perceived as similar respect to a set of
important attributes. Therefore, once competitive segments are formed, it is required
to provide information about how much brands overlap respect to the attributes
valuable to the consumers in the segment they serve.
This work assumes that overlap between brands occurs because consumers
within a segment are not perfectly homogeneous, and/or they do not have perfect
information about brand attributes. As a consequence, for a given set of brand
attributes, there is associated a probability density function. Then, for any pair of
brands, the common area (overlap) between their densities is defined and interpreted in
this work as a measure of the degree of substitutability between them.
The literature review and simulation studies performed in this work established
that the extent of overlap between two brand densities depends on the location,
variability and shape parameters of the densities. Therefore, a proper separability
measure between brands needs to consider at least location and dispersion parameters

it its definition. For highly skewed distributions, the shape will also matter when
measuring overlap.
The true overlap can be determined only if the two brand densities are
completely specified, and requires to integrate the common region between them.
Since true densities are rarely known in practice, and integration becomes difficult as
dimensionality increases, this work investigated the viability of an alternative
procedure based on the Multivariate Discriminant Analysis methodology.

In particular, this work developed a linear discriminant function for the
bivariate case, by using as criterion the univariate disco condition proposed by
Guttman (1988). The disco linear discriminant (DLD) rule was evaluated under two
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approaches: simulation and mathematical programming. lt was concluded that being
disco coefficient a function based only on the mean difference, it is always possible to
find variable weights - indeed multiple pairs - such that the disco coefficient attains the
maximum value of one even when conditional group densities overlap. As a
consequence of the incompleteness of the measure (in the sense it fails to take in
account the densities variability), the disco values derived from the rule are not useful
measures of overlap.
The simulation results established that the error rate associated with the DLD
rule provides a surrogate measure for overlap. However, this total error rate not only
measures true overlap, but also the quality of the discriminant rule used. Therefore, the
DLD error rates overestimate overlap.

It was concluded that the DLD rule overlap estimates are specially biased in
two situations:
1. when the main source of separability between groups is due to a matrix covariance
difference
2. when the vector meaos are different, but individual meaos are m opposite
directions.
These results are in agreement with previous studies that report linear discriminant
rules as having poor performance for heteroscedastic models.
The use of a discriminant rule allows to reduce the original dimensionality and
simplifies the computation of overlap. From the simulation studies, it was shown that a
good estimate of the true error rate provides a reliable measure for overlap. This work
implemented bootstrap methods to estimate the desired error rate. The approach was
found easy to implement and highly recommended in the literature. While the very
common used Apparent Error Rate (APER) and Holdout Error Rate (HER) are
inappropriate error estimates.
This work showed that disco coefficient is another useful overlap measure
when it is computed from the discriminant seores derived from a robust discriminant
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rule. The resulting disco values are directly correlated with the true overlap percent in
the reduced discriminant space as well as with other relevant separability measures.
A four steps procedure for overlap estimation was derived from the work
results. The procedure remains to be tested with actual data and for more than two
groups (brands) under consideration.
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